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INSIDE EVERY ROGERS LOUDSPEAKER
IS A HEART OF PURE GOLD
Just acrossover?
To us, its awork of art.
We believe the heart and soul of any loudspeaker
is in the quality of its crossover
So next time you buy apair of loudspeakers, don't just look. Listen.
After all, beauty is only skin deep.

Rogers loudspeakers are handcrafted to pede.ction with unstinting
attention to musical detail,
because its what's inside that counts.
Enjoy!
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Restoration Drama
it's all very well collecting vintage hi-fi kit. But if it's not in mint condition, who can restore
it for you?
Ken Kessler

magazine, 1956-1975.

Rogers Cadet Ill amplifier
original review of this classic entry-level integrated valve amp. From our May 1965 issue
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The Quad Electrostatic Speaker
original review of this milestone in loudspeaker design. Reprinted from November 1957

Leak Varislope III and TL/12 Plus amplifier
collector's item original review of the much sought-after Varislope tube pre-amp and TIJ12
power amp from Leak. Reprinted from February 1959

EDITORIAL
In this special celebration supplement, free
with HFNIRR's 40th anniversary issue,
you'll find facsimile reprints of original HiFi News reviews (with some suitable period
advertisements - used for decoration only!)
on some of the great products of hi-fi's
'golden age', from the original Quad II
amp

and

ESL

speaker

to

the

SME Pickup Ann Type 3009
this SME arm set anew standard for vinyl reproduction in the early 1960s. Reprinted from
our January 1961 issue
BJ Webb ...
Quad Il amp and 22 control unit
Quad has just reissued its famed II power amps in alimited edition [see review in main
magazine]. Here is the original review, complete with the 22 pre-amp. From July 1957

Leak

Varislope/TL12 combination, Tannoy
`GRF' corner horn, original SME arm,

23

right up to the first review of the Rogers
LS3/5A in 1975. You'll also find two new
features: Haden Boardman covers the
history of the Garrard 301 and 401, while

Wharfedale SFB/3
this loudspeaker with its sand filled baffle was afascinating early attempt to produce an
acoustically dead cabinet. Originally printed in November 1956

Ken Kessler shares the saga of his own
'restoration drama' with abox of old Quad

Rogers LS3/5A
this remarkable BBC bookshelf monitor remains an industry standard today. Rogers helped
bring the design to fame over 20 years ago. Reprinted from the June 1975 issue

gear. A feast for collectors, users of classic
equipment, or anyone interested in the
history of audio. And it's been great fun
to 'bring back the yellow border'!

Tammy GRF Enclosure
this Tannoy loudspeaker combines afolded horn design with the classic execution of adual
concentric unit. Reprinted from April 1958
... 29

Cover picture: Treasure trove: an old
Quad valve system as received by KK.
Footnote: Special thanks to all the original contributors
who helped to establish HFNIRR as the world's leading
audio magazine. Thanks also to Brian Mortimer, former
quality manager at Garrard, for his assistance and
'nformation in the editing of 'Turning the Tables'.
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Classic Suppliers
Phone numbers for specialists in vintage hi-fi
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..3er HIGH TOP RESPONSE
The ability

to capture and

reproduce sounds of

extremely high regiater—even beyond the limits ef
human hearing. that hi what Is meant by High Top
Response. This the bat can do—and so MI MASTERTAPE.

recording

and

playing

back

every

sound

with the utmost clarity. In a way that must be
heard to be believed.

High top response also means

that MASTERTAPE can record elliclemly at lower
speeds with maximum possible brilliance.
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TAPE SPLICER
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"Everyone who user a tape recorder will
need this little tool. It Is indispensable."
WRC/11 P. WILSCIN. TICFPNIGL CORRESPONDENT OF THR " 01.1401NONE .•
The Bib Tape Splicer enables tape to be jointed easily and tapes
to be edited to the accuracy of asyllable. The splicer
my for itself in ashort time because en spare lengths of tape can be quickly
jointed and used for recording. without the joints being heard.
The Bib Splicer is supplied complete with razor
cutter and mounted on Rock covered panel. It
may be cooveniently mounted ou ti,,, decks
of most tape recorders.
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AND CUTTER
This three- in-one tool
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Garrard 301
and 401, in
Martin Bastin 's
Maxplank plinth
and Loricraft
plinth respectively

TURNING THE TABLES
Almost half acentury on, Garrard's 301 and 401 turntables remain
the most usable classics of vinyl reproduction
BY

I

t's funny how products long since
departed to the great listening room in
the sky are often capable of showing
modem, expensive items more than athing
or two. Garrard's best idler-wheel drive
turntables, the 301 and 401, are prime
examples of the triumph of classic design.
Born in 1953, the 301 was Garrard's first
transcription turntable produced to play all
three disc formats: 78 rpm course groove,
RCA's 45rpm and Columbia's 33.3 rpm
long playing microgroove discs. The 301
was immediately recognised as areference
class instrument. It was to remain at the
top of the market for a
decade.
The earliest 301s were
finished in aclassy 'grey
tone' enamel finish.
These early units
Garrard's superb
instruction
books are
still a
delight

HADEN

BOARDMAN

had a grease cup in the side wall of the
bearing. When the deck was installed, this
reservoir was filled up to the limit with
lubricant. To maintain correct lubrication
of the bearing, all you had to do was
tighten the knurled cap slightly through a
neat access hole on top of the motor plate,
thereby forcing more grease into the body
of the assembly.
In early 1957, the finish changed from
the silver grey colour to ` ivory' (also called
'broken white', aslightly creamy off-white
enamel. Later in that same year the bearing
assembly was modified to take oil rather
than grease.
Not surprisingly, the earlier grease
bearing units tend to be more sought after,
in particular the silver/grey finished types.
The earliest 301s have abearing made with
phosphor-bronze lining as well as thrust
pad. Later oil-lubricated units had bearings
of porous sintered bronze. These have a
screw hole on top of the chassis, instead
of the side-mounted grease cup.
If you are buying a301, and are unsure
which version you are looking at, the later
oil bearing units are marked ' schedule two'
on the front name plate. Most of the grease
bearings are fitted to decks finished in grey,
4

but ahandful of ivory 301s also had the
grease bearing.
The next big change occurred with the
introduction of the 401 in 1964. The basic
ideas were very much unchanged; the 401
is essentially a 301 in a Saville Row suit.
The major styling rework was courtesy of
Eric Marshall, who had also styled some
of Garrards more mass market decks,
including the Lab 80. Standard 301
production overlapped with 401 production
for a couple of years, the very last 301s
being fitted with a401 platter and mat.
Technically, the 401 offered better
magnetic screening. This was mainly
because the micro- switch was mounted
underneath the motor plate rather than on
top of it as in the 301, although the 401
did have a slightly redesigned motor to
reduce induced hum in the cartridge. The
eddy current brake was more substantial,
and offered agreater variation in speedjust over half a semitone each way rather
than just under a third of a semitone. A
stroboscopically marked platter (an option
for the 301, at £ 1or so plus tax extra)
came standard on the 401. And for the first
time on aBritish-made turntable, the 401
had aneon lamp to illuminate the strobe

markings. Reading a couple of period
reviews in HiFi News and Gramophone, I
get the impression that the 401 had abit
of a frosty reception. Percy Wilson,
reviewing for Gramophone, did not like
the styling (British conservative taste!) and
complained that the 301 was no worse than
the 401 as far as hum pick up was
concerned with correct mounting of the
arm; he felt that the 401 offered no overall
improvement in performance.
The early 401 strobe lamp did not
operate all the time; you had to hold the
pitch knob down to activate it. But only a
handful of decks were like this; on most,
the lamp operate whenever the motor is
running. After acouple of years, the neon
lamp changed from the elaborate item
mounted underneath the platter ( and
reflected by asmall mirror through aclear
plastic window and on to the strobe
markings) to an ugly one-piece thing placed
in the hole left by the original window.
Early in the 1970s, cost-cutting really
caught hold. The chassis was redesigned,
although in theory the quality of the
mechanics did not change. As the cost of
special castings and finishes escalated, they
were replaced by plastic-based materials
and standard colours. So instead of the
elegant and expensive metallescent charcoal
or brown, you got flat brown, and not even
avery good finish to boot. Worst of all,
the ' Garrard 401' logo was changed from
asuperbly-cast emblem to adecidedly lowrent piece of pressed steel. But these late
models
do
offer the
same
good
performance, as long as everything is
assembled and set-up correctly.
Around the same time, Garrard started
to feel the Japanese pinch. The company's
budget decks ( anyone owning up to an
SP25?) were knocked out of the sales chart
by newcomers such as Pioneer's groundbreaking PL12D.
The 401 was killed off in 1976. By then,
dealers had started selling smaller, neater
stuff such as Linn LP12s. The 401 came
to be considered ajoke; the ' flat earthers'
were about to have their few years of glory.
Eventually, Garrard resorted to using
Japanese- sourced arms and direct- drive
motor, possibly following the route Leak
had taken. Garrard now supplied made
badge-engineered products for other
companies such as Akai, NAD and
Realistic. (This was not a new idea, as
Garrard had supplied units badged for US
and UK companies like General Electric,
Decca, Sylvania, and Symphonic.)
In 1982 (the year that Rank Audio
pulled the plug on Leak and Wharfedale),
UK manufacturing ceased when Plessey
sold Garrard to the Brazilian telecom
company Gradiente. For awhile the same
models, with the same component sources
and tooling, were produced in Brazil. Quite
a sad end, though, for a company that
dated back to the First World War and
which had employed several thousand
workers for most of its existence.
So the 401 was the last of an honourable
line. (There have since been rumours of a

Although the early
silver grey models
are the most soughtafter, the 301 still
looks good in ivory!

Direct Drive
501 or 601 to
replace
the
401
which came to nought.)
But one market missed the
401 very keenly, the same market
that had not given up on valve
amplifiers and horn loudspeakers.
This was, of course, Japan.
Half-a-dozen companies set up shop
buying unloved Garrard turntables and
other vintage kit (especially early
Tannoy loudspeakers) on behalf of shops
in Tokyo's ` Akihabara' hi-fi market. A
couple of these companies are still at it.
One of them reckons there are now more
301s in Japan than back in Blighty.
The main reason that these decks were
ditched by UK users was incorrect
installation. Both the 301 and 401 are fitted
with motors of monster proportions,
compared to the tiny Philips VCR motors
(as fitted to alot of modern decks) or even
the beefy unit fitted to the Garrards only
serious rival, the Thorens TD124. Garrard
went well over the top. When the 301 was
introduced, 78rpm records were the norm.
This, plus the fact that very few pick-ups
tracked at much less than 10g, meant the
motor needed to be big.
The problem is that it's a wild and
untamed thing. This motor tends to shake
the hell out of the rest of the chassis. Not
abig problem if your plinth is very heavy
and can ' sink' the unwanted energy. But
when the 401 was new, only one company
offered a suitably heavy plinth ( it was
actually made of slate). In most
installations, the poor old 301 had to make
do with a plywood coffin shaped
'radiogram' style cabinet or worse!
In short, the problem with the 301 was
aplinth problem and nobody realised it at
the time. The popular radiogram console
cabinets of the day were great resonators
for the 301's good vibrations. It now seems
the classy hardcover Garrard instruction
manual was way off track as well. The
makers recommended a sprung motor
board, and even supplied some little springs
to do it. This now seems like arecipe for
disaster! A popular plinth at the time was
made by SME, applying the same theory.
One would have thought they'd know
better. [But according to former Garrard
quality manager Brian Mortimer, 'Vibration
and feedback from suspended flooring was
the main source of customer problems,
hence the availability of isolating springs.
5

The production test console utilised a
platform of large concrete blocks, held by
an angle-iron frame suspended on four
large tension springs. Isolated and damped,
it was impervious to virtually all external
vibration, important in amass production
department.' — Ed]
A solid, heavy plinth cures 99% of all
unwanted motor noise. Half- a-dozen
specialist have recently popped up offering
a variety of suitable items. Most do a
reasonable job, though most box- in the
noisy motor, which Iconsider not to be a
very clever idea. What Iwould recommend
is a conventional open frame equipment
stand, with isolation spikes, and cut out
the board for your turntable and arm.
One other reason that these units throw
out so much vibration is the eddy current
brake system. This device labours the huge
shaded pole motor slightly, to allow
adjustments in turntable speed and to
adjust for slight variations in the size of the
idler wheel and motor pulley. Garrard's
pre-war turntable, the ' 201', was even
harder on the motor. This system used a
centrifugal governor working against felt
pads. It's no wonder the motors are always
burnt out on pre-World War II radiograms.
Anyway, back to the eddy current brake.
Through aseries of levers, turning the pitch
control knob slides amagnet over an alloy
disc fitted to the shaft of the motor. With
the knob turned fully anti-clockwise the
magnet is positioned over the disc and
slows down the poor old motor, resulting
in the 301 running 2.5% slow, and the 401
3% slow. Turning the knob fully clockwise

HUI

SHOW

If you are serious about sound; there is just one
absolutely essential event: The Hi -Fi Show.
It's the only hi-fi show in Great Britain that's
all hi-fi — the best in music and home cinema.
Dealers, distributors and enthusiasts from aroun
the world gather at The Hi-Fi Show to ee
And hear what's really new in the exciting

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th"
tember 1996

world of hi-fi.
Sponsoring the Show, HiFi News &
Record Review magazine will have a
stronger presence than ever this year
with amuch fuller range of
demonstration events and seminars i

to attract the enthusiast visitor.
•S
L! thl
You have to be there.
It really is the hi-fi

.event of the year. ,

Sponsored by:

A Link House
Exhibition

For further information contact:
Janet Belton, Exhibitions Manager,
The Hi -Fi Show, Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA ENGLAND.
Tel: +44 (0) 181-686 2599
Fax: +44 (0) 181-781 1158
*12th-13th (Trade Days) * 14th-15th ( Public Days)

positions the magnet off the disc, allowing
the motor to run at its natural mains
electric frequency; 2.5% or 3% fast of
course! Normal operation is with the brake
half applied. And that is the problem; the
brake is always in operation. Ihave seen
late 401s on which the alloy disc tended
to oscillate on its axis, possibly due to
transit damage. This can produce aterrible
effect! The 301 has aslimmer disc, which
is easily dented in transit if someone forgets
to tighten the transit clamp. But on the
plus side, here the magnet itself is not
positioned over the disc. Instead, two
'arms', connected to the magnet, are placed
on either side of the disc to 'steer' the eddy
current effect. This is better, because the
disc is within afield between the two arms,
and thus small dents have no effect.
A simple tweak is to reduce the voltage
to the motor — 20% is about the right
reduction. There are two ways of doing

LAWDRATORY SERIES AUTO TURNTABLE TYPE A — Designed specially

Precursor to the dassic models: this is an elabotrate pre-war Garrard autochanger

MODEL TPA I - Transcription
up Arm

Pick-

Fitted with MPM.4 plug-in

moulding

to meet the demand for aTranscription
Record Player with provision for automatic use if desired

MODEL 301 - Famous Tran oription
Motor used by Broadcasting Stations
throughout the world

GARRARD ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
SWINDON - WILTSHIRE

this; using a transformer (Variac), or by .
wiring alightbulb in series with the motor;
tricky on the 401. On UK mains, a40 or
60W lightbulb seem to give best results.
Once you have the lightbulb socket wired
up it is easy to try different wattage bulbs.
Remember the lower the wattage, the
higher the resistance and the less voltage
the motor gets, and therefore, the less noise
the brute puts out.
A possible upgrade is to remove the eddy
current brake completely and fit a
dedicated variable frequency power supply.
The problem is that there are not too many
power supplies capable of supplying an 8090V sinewave variable between 45 and
60Hz at apower of around 12W. Reducing
the voltage means the deck takes asecond
or so longer to reach full speed. But this
is not too serious an inconvenience.
One major point to watch on all 401s is
the power harness. Half-a-dozen wires hang
out of the motor. These go to the double
pole mains switch and the neon lamp
assembly at the front. Halfway along the
journey to the switches, the wires are
secured to the chassis by a little spring.
Close to the motor, it acts as apath for
the energy from the motor to travel down
to shake the rest of the chassis. This makes
a mockery of Garrards six-spring motor
suspension. Iusually remove the spring and
simply let the wires dangle. [ Brian
Mortimer comments: 'The spring was fitted
to route the motor loom in asafe position
and to damp the vibration energy flowing
down the leads from the motor. What is
seldom recognised is the importance of the
rubber sleeves fitted to this and the motor
suspension springs. They act as dampers
(imagine a car without shock absorbers!)
and hard or perished sleeves should be
replaced.']
The main bearing has been the subject
of a lot of discussion in recent limes.
Unless your original one is damaged, leave
it alone. Ihave tried several bearing mods,
and all of them, except one, produced
more background noise. The other one

AB1
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provided amarginal improvement at first,
but became noisy after a couple of weeks
constant use. Iremain unconvinced about
the wisdom of having an original Garrard
bearing tampered with. Never have agood
grease bearing modified.
Shindo Labs of Japan produces a
complete replacement bearing, matching
platter and lead-loaded mat. Shindo also
offers a heavy plinth system, usually
finished in ALTEC green. The bearing
looks a beautiful piece of engineering,
longer and wider than the original, but
comes with aheavy price tag. A complete
Shindo bearing, mat and platter will leave
you with not much change from £2000.
Good lubrication is important. If the
bearing has been totally neglected, never
lubricated, and used to death, then the
bronze sides will have worn quite badly.
You can check this for this by rocking the
platter from side to side. Any play, (be
careful here because the chassis top plate
will flex enough to allow the platter/bearing
housing to move, you are looking for a
distinct ' clicking' from the bearing), will
mean anew bearing housing or getting one
of the specialists to re-machine yours. It
only takes acouple of minutes to remove
the entire shooting match, so take it out,
clean it, check for wear and then rebuild
it with agood oil. If your deck is the grease
bearing type, the original Garrard stuff
seems about best. None of that? Then one
recommendation is to fill it with Castrol
CL (chassis lubrication) grease. Remember
to oil the shaft as you refit it to the
housing. Oil as you go.
While you have the bearing apart check
the thrust pad for wear. About two-thirds
of the way through the 401's production
run, the thrust pad was inverted so that its
convex surface was uppermost, instead of
the original flat surface. The idea was to
allow any grit or worn bearing material to
drop away from the bearing surface in
contact with the shaft face, and also to
speed-up running in. But in my opinion,
this is not quite as good as the 301 design.
One way to stop the ' chassis flex' of
these units, is to fit abracket tapped and
bolted to the top plate. These usually come
in the form of a ' H' shape, and fit around
the bearing cut out, adding extra strength
and rigidity. Iwas quite amazed at how
much difference this little mod caused. Tim
de Paravicini has designed one
especially for the
301
and

401. It can be worthwhile to strip and clean
the motor, not forgetting to oil as you go.
The motor runs fast and gets hot. Ihave
tried using every type of oil available on
the motor. Best was a dedicated high
speed motor oil made by Hitachi for
VCR motors. Frankly, even old ' 3
in l' is better than nothing, so
do not lose any sleep if you
cannot find anything more
exotic to lubricate your
table with.
If your motor is noisy, its
bearings may need aligning. This is
dead easy; with the wooden end of a
hammer tap the black motor body sharply.
This jolts the bearings back into line.
Simple, but effective.
The poor old idler wheel tends to come
in for alot of unfair stick. Everyone blames
it for producing rumble noises. Completely
wrong of course. An idler wheel only needs
replacing if it has developed a flat spot,
usually the result of leaving the deck in the
'on' position, while no mains power is
being applied.
Just to prove the point, my 401 is on its
original idler! A couple of drops of oil on
the idler's bearings keeps it sweet. If these
have been run for ycars with no oil, they
may need replacing.
One subtle difference between the two
decks is the shape of the platter. On the
301 it is totally flat. The 401 was designed
together with its mat to have a ' hollow' in
the centre, while the edge of the mat is
very slightly undersized.
Records are supposed to be dish shaped,
that is, with the outer edge and centre
raised compared to the part where the
grooves
are.
But
not
all
record
manufacturers follow standard practice —
go through your record collection, and you
will probably find a 50/50 split.
After exhaustive listening tests and half
abrewery of beer consumed, Isettled for
the ' flat' platter as the best option. To be
truthful, Isettled on something alittle more
complicated than that.
Mats serve two functions. One is to
damp out platter resonances, and the other
to protect the record from dirt and debris.
Some may argue that it also serves to
'couple' the record and the platter together.
Personally, Iam not afan of this approach.
Itried all sorts of things to stop the
platter resonances; slightly filling the
underside with shellac, plaster of Paris,
concrete, blu-tak, Plasticine. None of them
worked very well, although they did help
abit. After deciding years ago that mats
are designed to smear dynamics and take
the edge off detail, Iwondered how Icould
do without one.
By pure accident a glass platter was
popped on top of a 401's bare metal
platter. Rapping them with my knuckles
produced very little noise. The two
materials had damped each other out. So
that is what Iknow use: aslim glass platter
on top of the original item. The glass is
easy to keep clean and is flat. With warped
discs aMitchell clamp holds the ensemble
9

The 401
looked too
modern for some!
together. But normally the clamp stays in
its box.
Arm and cartridge choice is not critical
on the Garrards. There is no subchassis to
upset, and the deck is highly neutral tone
wise. It is far more important to match
your choice of arm with your choice of
cartridge.
Particularly
successful
combinations are early SME 300911/
Pickering XV15-625E, SME 3012/Ortofon
SPU, Rega RB300/Ortofon MC15 Super,
Grace 707/ Denon DL! 03, Ekos/Troika.
Oh, you get the point; anything goes!
What these decks offer is superior
performance for minimum outlay. With Dr
Digital pushing even worse new medicine,
you should rescue an old Garrard before
its too late. You owe it to yourself.

RESOURCES
Mardn Bastin, 225 Tettenhall Road,
Wolverhampton, West Midlands, WV6
ODE (written queries only, please).
Manufactures 'MAXPLANK' plinth
system, replacement knobs, idlers,
bearings, the lot! Overhaul
and set-up service. Covers most
vintage turntables.
Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Goose
Green, Lambourne, Berkshire. RG16 7XO
tel/fax 01488 722 67. Plinth system,
power supply, lots of turntable related
stuff including a record cleaning system,
record cleaning service. Stamped SAE.
for catalogue.
Slate Audio, 47 Gemini Close,
Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.
LU7 8UD. Tel: 01525 384 174.
Manufactures plinths, and some
equipment stands out of granite
composite material. Also offers glass
platter mats.
Technical St General, PO Box 53,
Crowborough, East Sussex. TN6 2BY
Tel: 01892 654534. Genuine and
replacement parts, styli, cartridges for
most vintage (and some more -modern)
decks.
Shindo items are supplied in Europe
by: AID, Via Plinio 43, 20129 Milan,
Italy Tel: + 39 (0) 2 294 044 87 Fax:
+39 (0) 2 204 3851
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ver the years he'll take your car, your

hard earned cash and years off your life. Do
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
Hi-Fi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
consider just how hard we work to produce
Hi-Fi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
advantage.
So, before we bid atearful farewell, the
Hi-Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and
double checks. This means that each Arcam
separate is blessed with along, active and
productive life.

"One day son,
all of this will
be yours"

Then again, sonic excellence and
reliability are bound to feature on all Arcam
products, since we design them in from the
outset.
A very pleasing aspect of all this dedication
is that year after year our products make us
rather proud with lots of top Hi-Fi industry
awards.
So, do keep aclose eye on Junior. He also
knows quality when he hears it. (Well, you
can't really blame the little angel for inheriting
your good taste!)
On the other hand, you could invest in a
lesser Hi-Fi system than Arcam...
But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?

ARCAM
Return the coupon below to: Arcam, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge C13.5 9PB, England.
Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours)
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Arcam CD players
& DACs

Arcam tuners
Arcam Home Cinema
AudioQuest cables
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In Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: ( 2) 440 8755.

Address

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016,
720 Spadina Avenue, Suite IIMA, Toronto, Ontinio, MSS 3C9. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio. 187 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland. Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.

Postcode

In South Africa: Hi-Fi Specialists, Duflban Road 153, Beilville. 7535. Tel: (21) 946 1441.
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RESTORATION DRAMA
Vintage hi-fi can offer
sonic thrills unrivalled by
modern equipment. But
even if you're lucky enough
to find a mint specimen,
you might find it needs to
be restored by an expert
BY

KEN

KESSLER

late 1995, the Bugatti Owners' Club
produced facsimile reprints of all of the
issues of the Club Magazine, Bugantics,
issued before WWII. It was telling to read
articles from, say, 1938, about the trials
and tribulations of working on even 10 year
old vehicles, at atime when the original
manufacturer still existed. To my relief
rather than dismay, I learned that the
problems differed little from those
experienced today by Bug owners, even
though another 60 years have passed. The
bottom line? You can restore anything you
wish if you have barrels full of dosh.
But, like you probably, Idon't. And, also
like you, Ilove and use lots of vintage hifi equipment which needs refurbishing from
time to time.
Given my natural
acquisitiveness, my passion for rooting
around boot fairs and atendency to pester
local hi-fi shops with second-hand
departments, I possess load of oldies,
including no less than adozen pieces of
Quad valveware. How appropriate, then,
that — after having Mike Pointer at Station
Sounds rebuild roughly half of my
collection — Itook the rest to Quad to
prove categorically that the company's
world-class service facility is still with us.
As with the chain of events which
resulted in the rebirth of the Quad II [see
feature in the main issue], so did anumber
of disparate events lead me to the full-scale
restoration of anumber of my older valve
items, all of which provided me with firsthand experience of the restoration scene
in the UK, circa 1996. And, gang, it's a
veritable party out there.
It started with aphone call from ahi-fi
enthusiast and music lover named Eric

Jessup. Mr Jessup simply wanted to know
how to dispose of his old hi-fi equipment,
so Iled him to such publications as Loot,
Exchange & Mart and our own classified
ads. And then Iforgot all about it. Some
weeks later, Mrs Jessup phoned me to tell
me that Eric had passed away, and would
Ibe interested in his old equipment? Not
knowing what exactly was being offered —
Mrs Jessup unashamedly denies any
knowledge of audio arcana — Iagreed to
purchase the equipment. Eventually I
arranged collection, without even knowing
that Mr Jessup's cherished old system
would provide me with the raw material
for acouple of features.
He had good taste. The system consisted
of mono and stereo Quad valve pre-amps
and tuners, a pair of Quad Hs, a pair of
ESLs and a Garrard 401. But Igathered
that other interests occupied Eric's later
years, so the system was in need of a
complete overhaul. Mike Pointer dealt with
the amplifiers, but I took all of the

Quads restored (above) and as bought (top)
II

remaining Quad gear up to the factory.
And my arrival couldn't have been more
poorly timed: Ipulled up to Quad just as
the service department was being moved
and the administration was relocating to
the Mission factory. But Iwas welcomed
as a True Believer and was allowed to
wander around, soaking up some history.
And here's what Ifound, as of March
1996: Quad's legendary service department,
overseen by David Timms, should remain
off-limits to audio casualties. It's kid-in-acandy-store time, and you soon stop
counting the Quad Ils and QA 12s in for
a check-up. Every known model is still
deemed serviceable, although some parts
— like the valve AM tuner's dial — can
no longer be replaced. But Iwas told they
still serviced even the original corner
ribbon, and that my stuff would present
no problems.
Lord know there's enough manpower.
Timms' team starts with 30-year-old Rob
Plain, who is the pre-amp (sorry, ' control
unit') and CD player expert. He's only
been with Quad for 13 years. Paul
McConville is the speaker maven; he's a
stripling, too, with just 12 years in the firm.
And then there's amplifier and tuner
specialist Ken Bunting, aquarter-century
man who worked with Peter Walker
himself. Between them, they turn around
repairs in six working days, although the
plan is to get that down to two.
The work is fastidious, but cautious.
They seem to feel that if it ain't broke,
don't fix it, so valve gear, for example, will
come back with only the tubes that needed
changing being replaced. This is partly to
keep costs down, too. So Idumped my
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pile of treasures and left with a sense of
security, sort of like finding out that your
kid's appendectomy is in the hands of ER's
Dr Ross. But then word filtered back that
repairs to the panels of the original ESLs
were on hold for the foreseeable future.
Maybe Iwas lucky and got in there just
before supplies ran out, but others might
not be. It turns out that ICI no longer
manufactures a nylon compound called
`Calaton'. Timms told me that this material
is dissolved and then placed on the ESL's
diaphragms. And it's essential. But he also
told me that Quad will not give up its quest
to find asubstitute, and that original ESLs
will again be serviceable. Which means that
you must be patient if you're nursing apair
of Peter Walker's first classics.
When Icollected the speakers, Ididn't
recognise them. All of the woodwork,
including the feet and the side trims, can
be replaced, as can the bronze grille.
Amusingly, the colour is now atouch more
goldy, and it actually looks nicer than the
bronze ones Isaw bearing their original
covers. The workmanship was all Icould
have hoped for, the speakers looking
freshly-minted. And they sounded even
better than Iremembered... especially with
the revived Quad Ils.
But one thing leads to another. A
phonecall to Russ Andrews, in response to
his annual clearance sale, resulted not just
in my acquisition of some Russian-made
GZ32 equivalents but Russ's own solidstate substitutes. He markets these cool
Full Wave rectifiers for around £ 17.73
each, and they look just like an octal-base's
valve with the valve missing. They plug in
where your GZ32 went, and they offer a
different kind of sound for those who could
do without abit of the lushness. Purists
will find the notion of changing valve
rectification to solid-state repugnant, but,
hey, if it works... Best of all, you can
experiment with the sound without
performing some irreversible surgery. Then,
wandering past Parrot Records to look in

Battered old ESLs (above) came back looking
better than new (left)

on the local Sevenoaks franchise, Inoticed
that it had changed its name to Q Audio
and that the window was full of secondhand kit. A pair of Quad ESLs — which
Ididn't need — some cool-looking lateperiod Leak gear, an outrageous Lux
integrated and something Idid need: a
Quad 33/303 combination. Irushed home
with it, plugged it into my rebuilt ESLs

and mentally cursed myself for having let
go of a set years before. Hell, Icursed
myself, too, for sacrificing a pair of old
ESLs due to space considerations. But then
alot of people have let go of old ESLs and
are now regretting their foolishness, right?
Meanwhile, Ihad acouple of turntables
which needed seeing to if they were going
to be worthy of the vintage hi-fi display
planned for the Ramada show in
September. With Loricraft already having
garnered enough favourable publicity, it
was Slate Audio's turn, so Icontributed a
couple of pieces for Peter Soper to r̀eplinth and certify as healthy. Eric Jessup's
Garrard 401 made the trip, along with my
Thorens TD- 124, one of the last worked on
by the late, great Charles Trayhorn. I
bombarded Peter with toneamts, including
an early SME, awooden Grace, a 'normal'
Grace and one of the rewired Decca
Internationals. But you'll have to wait until
the autumn to learn the outcome of that saga.
Lucidly, my wife doesn't read anything
Iwrite, so Ican tell you that I've spent
about £2000 this year on both equipment
and servicing. That two grand wouldn't
have purchased anew amp on apar with
an old Radford, or aturntable to equal the
401. It's re- inspired my lust for
anachrophilia, while calling into question
everything Ibelieve about the current state
of the art. When you fire up those 40-yearold Quads and hear music so real that it
defies belief, you can only conjure up
images of grandparents, eggs, and sucking.
Only it's the new stuff and not grandma
that sucks.

RESOURCES
Q Audio, Tel 01227-462787
RATA Tel 01539-823247
Slate Audio, Tel 01525-384174
Station Sounds' Mike Pointer is
relocating to Italy, Tel + 39 652 3808.
This article is dedicated to
the memory of Eric Jessup.
A feast of Quad gear, tube and transistor...

equipment reviews
ROGERS CADET III AMPLIFIER
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Stereo amplifier and control
unit available integrated or as separate units. Power output: 10 W per
channel ( sinewave), or 12; W 1HFM music power. Power response:
9W 1dB, 40 c/s-10 ;Qrs. Frequency response ( power amplifier):
20 c/a-20 Kc/s -_-; dB. Harmonic distortion: 0.25"„ at 5W, 043"„ at 10 W
(both at 1Kc/s). Intermodulation distortion: 3", at 10 W ( 50 c's and
6Kc/s, 4: 1). Negative feedback: 14; dB. Hum and noise ( power
amplifier): 80 dB below 10 W. Matching impedance: 3-5 ohms and
12-16 ohms.
Power required: 110-122-220-244 V, 50 160 c/s, 60 W.
Inputs: Pickup ( map), 38 mV at 68 K; pickup (ceramic/crystal), 65 mV at
2M; radio, 100 mV at 470K; tape, 600 mV (25 dB overload capacity).
Frequency

response ( control

unit):

20 c/s-20 Kc/s 1• 2dB ( controls

level). Signal-to-noise ratio ( control unit): Disc ( mag), 54 dB; disc

(ceramic), 52 dB; radio. 60 dB. Crosstalk: 42 dB at 1Kcis, 26 dB at
10 Kc/s. Controls: Bass, : 13; dB at 40 c/s; treble, - 13; dB and - 16 dB
at 10 Kc/s; HP filter, 10 dB,octave/60 cis; LP filter, 10 dB:octave 6.5 Kc/s:
balance, 9dB range. Other features: Magnetic and ceramic pickup
input alternatives achieved by standard adaptors; output for feeding
tape recorder, 600 mV. Overall dimensions: Main amplifier. 10 • 6; • 1in.;
control unit, 10¡ • 41 41 in. ( chassis), 11¡ 41 in. ( front panel); integrated
model in case, 12 • 10; • 5; in. Weight: Main amplifier, 10 lb ; control
unit, 4lb; integrated model, 17 lb. iPrices: Chassis model, £?9 10s.:
case
model, £32
10s.
Manufacturer:
Rogers
Developments
(Electronics) Ltd.. 4/14 Barmeston Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.

Cadet Mk. II-- released early in 1963— was one of the
THEfirstRogers
inexpensive amplifiers designed to take advantage of the
Decca Deram pickup. It was—predictably—very successful, so much
so that at one time there was a long waiting list. Now it has had a
face-lift and some significant changes have been made in the circuitry,
and so Mk. Ill makes its appearance. It is a little more expensive.
but it has more power output, a switched low-pass filter, and most
important— the sensitivity is high enough to suit low output magnetic
pickups. The rumble or high-pass filter is retained, but the switch has
been removed from the back and transferred to the front panel where
it is more convenient. The styling has been changed, and whereas the
older version tended to be rather squarish in form, this new design—
to my eyes anyway— is a great improvement. The front panel is an
aluminium pressing finished in black and silver, with plastic knobs
trimmed to match. Amplifier and control unit are still ' separates' but
a walnut- finished case which can hold both units is available if so
desired.

PANEL ARRANGEMENT

The panel is divided into two sections with balance, treble and bass
controls plus the two filter switches on the top, and the four- position
press- button input switch and volume control at the bottom. The
four positions are radio, gram., tape and stereo- mono. On the extreme
right is atiny indicator light, and aContinental DIN t.vpe tape recorder
socket is located near the middle. This socket is somewhat unusual in
that it provides for record and replay functions for both channels.
Moreover, all these connections are duplicated by sockets at the rear
of the control unit.

e
le s

ROGERS CADET UIHARMONIC DISTORTION

4000C iS

When 1unpacked the amplifier Imust confess 1was surprhed not
to see the familiar maroon finish long associated with Rogers' products,
but no doubt we will get used to the change. The metalwork is now
finished in grey and 1half expected to see a printed circuit hoard
underneath— but no, conformity has not gone this far and the components are mounted on miniature stand-off tags as before. Ver) neat
and effective; in fact the workmanship as awhole is remarkahl) good -especially when the low price is taken into consideration.
Three special low- noise double- triodes ( ECC807s) are used in the
control unit— three triodes for each channel. All inputs are taken to
the first triode with equalisation effected by afeedback loop connected
between the grid of Triode 1to the cathode of Triode 2. The balance
control is also in this cathode circuit. The output from this stage is
taken to a Baxandall tone control system and filter circuits using the
third triode. Output is taken to the volume control, thence to the
main amplifier. Five plug-in units are provided so that equalising and
input impedances can be modified to suit various types of pickup.
including low output ceramics, high output crystal, low output
magnetic types, etc.

4
SIMPLE POWER AMPLIFIER

1000 C/5

2

4

6

e

The main amplifier is very simple and straightforward as it uses
only two triode- pentodes ( type ECL86) for each channel. One triode
forms an amplifier stage with the second triode functioning as an
anode-cathode phase-splitter driving the pentode sections in anormal
push-pull arrangement. Feedback is applied from the output transformer to the cathode of the triode. HT is derived from two metal
rectifiers connected as voltage-doublers giving an HT rail of about
285 V. Compared with Mk. 11, the circuit is basically similar but the
HT has been increased and the results would indicate that the output

WATTS DIMS
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NEW PRODUCTS

ROGERS CADET III REVIEW CONTINUED

transformers have been improved. As far as the control unit is concerned, an extra double- triode has been fitted to obtain the higher
sensitivity.
POWER OUTPUT
(per channel, both channels driven simultaneously)
Frequency c/s 30
40
100
1000
10,000
15,000
Watts ( RMS)
6
7.2
7.8
8
8
7.8

20,000
6.3

Power was well maintained at both ends of the scale, the high
frequency power being exceptionally good for an amplifier in this
price class. No ' music power' figures were taken but they will be
20 °/,, higher than sine- wave power.

ROGERS CADET ED

SQUARE WAKE RESPONSE

LOUDSPEAKER

range from 90 c/s — 16 Kc/s is claimed for
FREQUENCY
Stereonetta Ill, manufactured by Isophan. Dimension of

the
the
reflex enclosure are 10x 8x74 in. and weight is 3lb 9 oz. Maximum
load is 6W, 3-6- ohms impedance. The enclosure sells for 7gil.
Dis-eibutor: Britimpee Ltd., 16/22 Great Russell Street, London,
W.C.I.

10 KC/S
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Frequency response was within 1dB from 20 c/s to 20 Kc/s, rolling
off from 50 Kc/s. The square wave definition was very good, with
no trace of overshoot or appreciable ringing. The feedback loop
measured 14 dB, and another 14 dB could be applied before instability
became evident. Hum and noise varied between — 50 dB and — 62 dB
(rd lto 8W) according to input and type of plug-in matching unit used.
Crosstalk measured 43 dB at IKc/s and 25 dB at 10 Kc/s. The bass
control gave a lift of 12 dB and cut of 15 dB at 40 c/s and the treble
acut of 16k dB and lift of 12 dB at 10 Kc/s. The characteristics of the
filter are shown in the diagram and it will be seen that the — 3dB
points are at 60 c/s and 6Kc/s respectively. The balance control gave
a total variation of 10k dB and all the other controls were matched
to within lk dB except at extremes.

and Olufsen are now producing aversion of their Stereamaster
BANG
2000 designed for incorporation with ahi-fi system. The Beocard
1500 tape unit has no output stage or speakers but includes all the
features of the 2000 other than sliding faders. The f- track stereophonic
recorder costs £93 9s. Distributor: St. Aldgate Warehouse Ltd.,
Electrical & Radio Division, Innsworth Lane, Gloucester.

TWELVE versions of the Harvey Bulk Eraser are now being manufactured to take spools of up to 12 in. diameter. Prices range from
£6 5s. to £ 15 10s., depending on spool size and type of hub. The unit
can also be used to demagnetise small tools, watches and motor parts.
Manufacturer: Harvey Electronics Ltd., Farnborough Road, Farnborough, Hants.

EVEN BETTER VALUE

MAGNETIC
TAPE
ERASER

So much for the figures, but what about the actual performance?
How does it compare with Mk. II? This was reviewed in February
1963 and Isaid it was excellent value for money. However, Imust
say right away that Iconsider the Mk. III is even better value and
Iam sure the Rogers' factory will be hard put to satisfy the demand.
The extra power ( some 25%) is very much worthwhile and it helps to
give a reserve for handling transient peaks without distortion, besides
coping with some of the smaller speaker systems which are relatively
insensitive. The provision for magnetic pickups is another useful
feature— although many people will find the better ceramic pickups
satisfactory on most counts—including record wear. I found the
low-pass filter quite efficient, and used in conjunction with the treble
control is could deal with most kinds of distortion without losing too
much of musical value in the process. Imust admit the treble control
itself was a little disconcerting because it operated in the reverse
manner to the bass control— in other words, anti-clockwise rotation
lifted treble instead of reducing it! This is only a minor criticism because, like the gear system of a new car, one would get used to it in
time!
G. W. Tillett
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED

The Quad
Electrostatic
Speaker

The makers are
The
Acoustical
Manufacturing Co.,
of Huntingdon, and
it can be obtained
through the usual
channels.
Price,
f52.

THE

The Quad Electrostatic Speaker

recent appearance of a. full- range ESL designed and produced by awell-known manufacturer specialising in high quality
reproduction, was bound to cause considerable comment and speculation. This speaker, the " Quad" electrostatic, is now in production, and we are pleased to present our readers with a full review
of a specimen drawn from current production. As the method
of operation is quite different from that of current moving coil
speakers, and it offers certain technical advantages—and, possibly even more important, as it is the first ESL in the world to
reach this state of development—rather mote space than usual is
being allotted to this review. Much has already been written on
the subject (see HiFi Year Books. 1956 and 1957, and several past
copies of HiFi News), but a condensed story, sufficiently complete
for the newcomer to appreciate the significance of this occasion,
is hereby given.
(1) Basic principles stated very simply
There are' many ways of converting electrical energy into sound,
but only two main ways have been utilised successfully up to the
present. One uses the interaction of magnetic fields produced by
a flow of current, and has been developed to a very satisfactory
level of performance in moving coil and ribbon speakers. The
other uses the attraction and repulsion of electric charges, and
though the existence of these forces has been known at least as
long as our knowledge of magnetic forces, only quite recently have
we been able to exploit it to our satisfaction. The bare essentials
are shown in fig. 1. A thin plastic sheet is given an electrically
conducting coating and suspended between two rigid perforated
metal plates. The plastic diaphragm is charged to a high voltage,
and when signal voltages are applied to the outer plates, it will
move, pulled one side and pushed on the other. As the signal is an
alternating voltage, the diaphragm motion will be to and fro, and
will drive air to and fro through the perforated metal plates, this
we shall hear as sound.
A Little History
The first public demonstration of ES devices was in 1881, when
Dolbear exhibited a complete ES telephone system at the Paris
Electrical Exhibition. Between 1920 and 1935 several ES speakers
and microphones were made, mainly in Germany. In this country
the Primustatic speaker retailed for 25s. in the early 1930s. It
consisted of a single perforated aluminium sheet, and a fluted
metallised paper diaphragm. The insulation was partly a special
lacquer on the perforated sheet and partly the fluted paper, which
was waxed. Hairy strands of wool held the fluted diaphragm in
place but allowed movement. The whole was curved to produce
wide-angle radiation of the higher frequencies. The speaker was

R,pro,1m•ed

from

usually connected as in fig. 26, when the PD between anode and
chassis partially collapsed the thin diaphragm on to the fixed plate.
Signals increased and decreased this PD, causing more and less
attraction respectively, and corresponding movement of the diaphragm and the air surrounding it. It worked very well at high
frequencies, but as the programme material in those days had no
high frequency content other than microphone hiss and record
surface noise, it never became popular. We will appraise its
technical capabilities later.
For the next twenty years. the only ES audio devices in genera/
use were condenser microphones. Some of these were superb,
and one of them undoubtedly played a vital role in the success of
"ffrr" in its early days.
While the mechanical simplicity remained a tantalizing attraction to acoustic engineers, the known high distortion when used as
aloudspeaker slowed further development. Soon after, the Second
World War provided other and more urgent problems.
In 1954, Prof. F. V. Hunt's book "Electroacoustics" provided
the key to the distortion problem. He gave avery rigorous mathematical examination of the ESL in various forms. His calculations
showed that in push-pull form, like fig. 1, it was capable of handling
large signals without much distortion if the diaphragm was given
aconstant cEarge instead of a constant potential or voltage. The
push-pull form was not new; models were on sale in Germany
around 1920 !
But the constant charge idea was new and once
more work began in ESL design.
By 1955, P. J. Walker of the Acoustical Manufacturing Co., had
produced two laboratory models, and these were demonstrated at
the B.S.R.A. Annual Exhibition in May, 1955. One was open
back and front and handled middle and high frequencies with
amazing clarity. The other covered the whole frequency range
with equally good quality and used a large closed cabinet or
infinite baffle to maintain its bass response. The completely open
type was further developed to cover the whole frequency range,
and in March, 1956, it was demonstrated to the Physical Society

in this form. This was the world's first full-range ESL in open
or doublet form.
Between these two events, H. J. Leak had demonstrated a very
successful ES tweeter (above 1,000 c.p.s.) and in America several
ES tweeters appeared. By April, 1956, at the Audio Fair three ES
units were being demonstrated; the newcomer was another fullrange model by Goodmans. The journey from laboratory model
to factory production is seldom easy, and this one is no exception,
since it covers completely new ground. There are no one else's
mistakes to benefit from, and no one else's success to copy from !
It is good going to reach production at acceptable high-fidelity
standards in a mere 4 years—the moving coil speaker has had a
30-year start !
What Does The ESL Offer ?
Engineers are sometimes upbraided for undue enthusiasm over
the advent of the ESL. (The writer is still unrepentant !) It is
not without just cause. For years, acoustic engineers have been
trying to move air with devices loaded with lumps of metal—iron
(not recently), copper (very often), and aluminium (in the better
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The Constant Charge Principle and Distortion
(a) The simple ESL: Consider first a simple ESL consisting of two
elements only, e.g., Primustatic.
.V`
The steady force d'
Now apply a signal of e volts peak.
The maximum force .( V+e)' = V'-1-2Ve+e'
The minimum force .( V- = V' - 2Ve + e'
The increase is a2Ve + e'
The decrease is a2Ve -- e'
This latter is smaller and represents distortion, mainly second
harmonic. Worse than this, when the force increases, the distance
d decreases, further increasing the force. Results can cnly be
acceptable, i.e., distortion small if V is very much greater than e
at all times and diaphragm movements are small, i.e., small signals
or as a tweeter.
(b) The push-pull ESL: If the diaphragm is central when the polarising charge V only is applied, no movement occurs. Now apply
the signal voltages and the nett force becomes:

ones). The thing that actually pushes the air ( the diaphragm or
cone) is rather heavy too. It has to be stiff enough for at least
most of it to move together, though it is only pushed at one place.
Now the moving parts of the ESL can be pretty well as light as
we care to make them. The driving force is equal all over the
diaphragm, so it does not have to be stiff enough to be rigid. It
need be little thicker than just sufficient to support itself. This
gives it a tremendous advantage as far as high note reproduction is
concerned, and, what is probably even more important, transient
response.
Transient response concerns the ability of the system to respond
with the minimum time delay to the onset and the termination of
a signal. If the moving parts are heavy, considerable damping is
necessary to bring it quickly to a standstill.
Even if one bit of the
system stops, there is no guarantee that all the rest of the moving
parts stop at the same instant.
If any or all of the system carries
on after the signal has stopped, then the sound is blurred and
coloured by the characteristic sound of that vibration.
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high resistance to prevent the charge " walking about" on it. Thus
not only must the charge be constant, but the charge per unit area
must also remain constant.
The Acoustical Quad Electrostatic L.S.
Description: All domestic equipment has to be a compromise
involving size, weight, cost, technical complexity and performance,
shape, finish, decor, etc. The moving coil systems, over a period
of years, have settled down to fairly stable designs—there cannot
be very much real difference in good speakers. With this new
ESL speaker there is no design to follow, to improve on, etc., etc.
The designer has had to decide his own selection of compromises
and the general approval it has already received at its various
public demonstrations, has shown the wisdom in the present choice.
Time will tell whether we settle for this style, or some other.
Meanwhile, it is definitely in the front rank of the best loudspeakers, on all scores.
The diagrams show most of the design features. High-note
distribution is achieved by progressively reducing the active width
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Large Amplitudes: Little Distortion
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to the signal voltage e. This means no distortion as long as its
diaphragm doesn't move !
Still it was an improvement on the
simple ESL, but not by any means good enough.
(c) The constánt charge ESL: Referring back to fig. 4, when the
diaphragm is displaced to one side, the capacity of that side increases whilst that of the other side decreases. A simple check
will show that the increase is bigger than the decrease. Therefore.
the nett capacity has increased, and some extra charge would have
to flow on to the diaphragm to maintain its voltage at V volts.
If we prevent this flow, then its voltage will fall and the driving
force will not rise so much due to deflection—in fact, not at all !
Stated simply, the force on a fixed charge Q anywhere between
the plates is only proportional to the PD (e volts) between them.
This, then, is truly distortionless. In practice the " constant charge"
has to be maintained against leakage via a very high resistance
This is made so high that the charge on the diaphragm doesn't
vary appreciably during a half cycle of the lowest frequency to be
handled. The diaphragm, though conducting, must be of very

However, the ESL again scores heavily, since even very large
amplitudes of movement are possible with very little distortion.
The moving coil, unless an extremely costly magnet design is used,
tends to " run out of field" at extremes of displacement. This
leads to distortion and also to intermodulation, which is more
serious and more noticeable. The driving force on the ESL diaphragm is undistorted for all deflections short of hitting the " stops".
At very low frequencies there will be a little distortion due to the
stiffness of the diaphragm necessary to prevent collapse. This
is strictly comparable with the non- linearity distortion of the MC
due to its surround and centring. The ESL is, however, practically
free from intermodulation since the driving force for the higher
note component is still intact, whereas for the MC, the driving
force falls for large displacements as the coil is part way out of
the gap.
Summing up, we can expect clearer results and less colouration.
A further advantage arises with the choice of the doublet type
speaker, i.e., open back and front and radiating equally. At low
frequencies, where its width (and height) is small compared with a
wavelength, it only radiates energy in two directions—forwards and
backwards in two very broad beams. ( At higher frequencies the
beams are not so wide, but never become narrow as the radiating
width is reduced). No energy then is radiated upwards, sideways,
or downwards, resulting in far less colouration due to the room.
It particularly reduces trouble due to eigentones.
AREA

V2

dl

this expression simplifies to Nett fcrce

In fairness to the moving coil speaker, the better samples we
enjoy have reduced these unwanted effects to such small dimensions
that they are not obvious, not even to the experienced ear. However, the ESL having such a fantastically small weight per unit
working area, just doesn't suffer from this trouble—or at least
has no need to ! ( As far as the I-IF response is concerned, the
ribbon speaker, too, can give similar results.) Even the bass response can be equally superior. If we can use a very large diaphragm, no cabinet is necessary and therefore no cabinet resonances
and consequent colouration can occur. This is not very convenient with a single MC speaker, since the necessity to retain a
cone shape in the interests of rigidity, results in a depth which is
usually greater than half the diameter. A more suitable alternative
is to use several speakers of more acceptable size mounted on a
flat baffle, and a very successful design of this type has appeared
quite recently.
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of 'diaphragm with rise of frequency. In this speaker it is done
in two main steps. The central 6in. strip at 1,000 c.p.s. has a polar
distribution that will match that of the whole area at low frequencies. Above about 7 Kc/s only the central 14 ins, radiates,
again helping to keep the beam reasonably wide.
In the vertical plane the HF strip is the full height and, if flat,
would produce a very narrow beam. The full length is needed
to radiate the necessary energy, so adequate beam " height" is produced by curving the speaker.
The EHT unit is a small 50 cycle ladder- type circuit delivering
a few microamps, at a few thousand volts for charging the diaphragm. It is therefore quite non- lethal, even if exploration with
a knitting needle were attempted !
The electrical consumption is
negligible, barely more than the transformer iron losses, a mere
few watts. The heaviest part of it is the matching transformer.
This is a fairly high ratio step-up transformer having very low
loss and distortion, and a bulky low-capacity sectionalised secondary winding—probably the most difficult bit to design !
Inspection with a torch shows the " rigid perforated plates" to be
very thick indeed—as they should be if they are to remain effectively rigid at large amplitude low frequencies. The whole acoustic
unit à sealed between thin plastic films (having negligible acoustic
effect) to prevent ingress of dust and moisture.
Overall height is 31 ins., width 344-ins., and overall depth is
104ins. Weight is 35 lbs ( 16 Kilos) and it is thus easily moved
by any adult member of the household. The external finish of
the present model has been designed by Christopher Heal.
As this speaker presents a rather different load to the amplifier
from that of a moving coil type, certain requirements must be
met. At frequencies above 8 Kc/s it presents a capacitative load,
just about the reverse of a moving coil unit, which is inductive, as
a rule, in this region.
It was designed to work with the Quad Il amplifier, but any
equivalent amplifier can be used.
Specific Amplifier Requirements
I. When adjusted to a fixed suitable output tap, the amplifier
should be capable of delivering at least 15 watts at low distortion
when a resistive load is varied between 30 ohms and 7 ohms.
2. The amplifier must be statically and dynamically stable completely regardless of the resistance or reactance of the load. An
inductance of up to 10 4-I may be inserted in series with the load
during these tests.
3. With a 30 ohm resistive load, the amplifier should at no time be
capable of producing more than 35 peak volts across the loudspeaker terminals.
4. The source impedance of the amplifier should be not more than
2 ohms in the frequency range 100-5,000 c/s and not more than
6 ohms in the range 40-20,000 c/s. Ideally this impedance should
be equivalent to a 1-2 ohm resistor in series with a 40 pH
inductance.
Performance: The reviewer has heard this speaker on many
occasions previously, in a wide variety of surroundings, including
a pair, giving stereo reproduction. The opinion formed, was that
it did perform as the very convincing theory suggested. Not until
it was actually on the " home pitch", however, was it realised how
far this speaker is ahead.
There is no doubt music sounds very nice, more like the real
thing than ever before, speech, too, has lost all trace of boom—
and that's not due to lack of bass. Another interesting feature
is the complete lack of any fatigue effect, unless, of course, the
programme quality is bad. All sensation of listening to a loudspeaker is lost.
To make sure that the reviewer's judgment was not influenced
by the thrill of the technical novelty, a series of searching tests
with familiar records, BBC FM, white noise, rapid switchover to
other excellent and familiar speaker systems was performed to
try and find where it excelled, where it did not, and, if possible,
why.
Without doubt, the transient response was superior to anything
yet experienced. Several moving coil systems, notably a horn
loaded one, could reproduce the transients, but not with the complete lack of colouration that the ESL could achieve. Well, this
was expected, and now it has become actual fact. Again, in fairness to the MC types, some of the best produce such slight colouration of transients that it was only detected 'with certainty after direct
comparison with the ESL. The "threat" of the ESL has certainly

Record surface noise is noticeably lower than with any MC
system with comparable HF response, again demonstrating the
freedom from HF resonances. ( A horn- loaded speaker of good
design will also produce less surface noise, but unless the horn
design is very good and the crossover correctly balanced, it will
still colour this noise.)
When listening on or near the axis, the effect is as of an open
window looking directly on to the performance. It is a clearer,
wider view than anything hitherto, and the apparent distance away
of the performer varies with the microphone placing at the studio.
Variation of the volume control will also affect the apparent distance, of course. A few degrees off the axis is often better, as
any distorted (slightly) top in the sound is less obtrusive.
Probably the most striking phenomenon is the fact that the
resultant sound sounds less like a loudspeaker than any previous
experience
has
provided.
This is due to two things,
first, the lack of colouration
anywhere in the frequency
range. It has no noise of its
own. Secondly, due to its
doublet form the room participates far less than usual.
The listener is virtually transported to a front balcony
seat.
With slightly poorer quality
signals, the speaker is still not
wasted, though the high frequency content would sound
almost as good from amuch cheaper speaker. The lower register is
still clean and uncoloured—" unobstructed" is a word that comes to
one's mind when listening to it. For some time now, the reviewer
has become aware of a peculiar sensation when listening to many
loudspeakers. It was as if a pillar, or similar obstruction, was
situated between the performance and the listener. This effect
was practically absent in one particular speaker, and is completely
absent when listening te the ESL. The phenomenon was explained
by the realisation that diffraction of sound round a solid object
produces an uneven frequency response. Some frequencies are
boosted a little, some are attenuated—about as much as a fairly
well damped resonance would do. No resonance, flat response,
no apparent obstacle ! This is one of the main reasons for the
expression "clear view" involuntarily coming to mind.
Readers will have gathered by now, that this is not a device for
impressing the casual listener with one's hi-fi equipment. The top
doesn't sparkle all the time, and the bass doesn't shake one's
tummy all the time. It merely does what it's told, no more,
no less. The bass response below 45 c.p.s. is down somewhat
compared with many current loudspeakers, but it does not spoil
enjoyment of organ tone, rather the reverse. It does not make
every pedal stop sound like a big fat Bourdon !
Every orchestral
instrument is treated perfectly, especially the large bass drum—
it is no longer in a big felt-lined box !
Various speaker positions were tried, and while the room does
not appear to participate so much, its position did have a considerable effect. Fig. 8, shows very roughly five positions tried. A
and B were poor—and the published leaflet warns thus. C was
much better, D, close to but not parallel to a low open (full)
bookcase, was very good. E, similar to C, but closer, was also very
good. The lady of the house will probably insist on helping to
decide where it is placed, but never mind, it is not heavy to move !
To sum up: The "Quad" ESL is slightly ahead of all dynamic
types on transient response and freedom from colouration; it is
a loudspeaker designed to be listened to and enjoyed in the home;
it will produce adequate sound level for realistic results; it is not
suitable for attempting to show off " larger-than-life" impressive
noises. It will not suit all tastes, but the reviewer can confidently
recommend it as an excellent domestic speaker. As Mr. Briggs
has recently demonstrated really convincing stereophonic reproduction with two completely dissimilar speakers, it is seriously
suggested that one of the listener's pair of speakers should be a
full range electrostatic—the perfect excuse !
R.L.W.
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a pick-up change- over switch, rumble filter sm itch and jacks for
tape recorder.
The main amplifier is very similar to the
original TL/I2, the main differences being the use of a more
economical resistor- capacity smoothing arrangement and the use
of miniature nova! valves. The first valve is a EF86 which is
RC-coupled to a ECC81 double triode cathode coupled phase
splitter followed by an Ultra- Linear output stage using two EL84's.
A GZ34 heavy duty rectifier completes the valve line-up.
Power Output

*
Manufacturer's
Specification: "Varidope Ill -. Sensitivity, Pickup 9.5 mV,
70,000 - 100,000
ohms; Tape 50 mV,
200,000 ohms flat;
Tuner
50
mV,
1a5 , 000 - 200,000
ohms flat Controls,
Bass ± 16 dB at
30 cis, Treble ± 18
dB at 20 Kc/s, Filter 4, 6 and 9 Kc,s at 5 to 35 dB per octave.
Switched rumble filter at 70 c/s. Harmonic distortion, less than
0-01%. Hum and Noise, —60 dB below full output. Size, front
panel 114 in. x 44 in.; chassis 104 in. x 34 in. x 5 in. Price:
f S £5s. TL I12 Plus power amplifier. Output, 14 watts r.m.s.
max. Harmonic distortion, 01% at 12 watts output ( 7'11 dB) at
1000 c/s. Hum and Noise, 85 dB ± 3 dB below 12 watts. Spare
power, 6-3V, 2-1A ( max.), 350V 40 mA ( max.). Size, 10 in. x 74 in.
z 6 in. Price: £ 18 18s.
Manufactured by, H. J. Leak and Co. Ltd., Brunel Road,
Westway Factory Estate, London, W.3.

•
•
•
the term " High- Fidelity " was used many
a
years before the War, notably by Voigt and Hartley, amplifiers of those days would be considered very " Low Fi " indeed
by present day standards. In 1936, I was myself making amplifiers using PX4 triodes boasting a distortion of something like
4%!
The principle of negative feed-back as applied to audio
amplifiers had been known in the early Nineteen Thirties, but
it was used to a very limited extent until 1945 when Harold Leak
revolutionised amplifier design with the introduction of a feedback amplifier having the then unbelievably low distortion of
0.1%!
Such results had been achieved in laboratories, but to
do the same thing on a production basis is quite a different
problem.
Since then many thousands of Leak amplifiers have
been sold all over the world, and hundreds have gone to recording
.:tudios and broadcasting authorities.
The figure of 0.1% has
acquired an almost mystical significance and most amplifiers
in this country are rated with this reference.

Frequency c/s

30

40

100

1000

10000

Power output watts rms

14-9

15

164

164

15 2

It will be seen that powér output is exceptionally well main
tained—even at 30 c/s the reduction is extremely small.
The
fact that the H.T. rail is about 350v accounts for the rather
higher power output than usual for EL84 .s.
Frequency Response: This was found to be within 1dB from
30 to 30,000 c/s. Hum and noise measured better than — 80 dB
relative to 15 watts. The main feed-back loop of 26 dB could
be increased to 31 dB before instability became apparent, thus
indicating a margin of 7 dB. A choice of 4 recording characteristics is available as shown in the diagram.
Tone Controls: As stated above, these operate in a negative
feed-back network and gave a lift of 15 -5dB and cut of 16:5 dB at
40 c/s with a lift of 175 dB and cut of 12 dB at 9 Kc/s.
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Filter characteristics.
Two EF86 valves are used in the Varislope pre-amplifier,
equalising being effected by a feed-back loop around the first
stage and the tone, filter and slope controls all contained within
a loop around the second stage. Included on the front panel is
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Filters: The " rumble" or high-pass filter has a turnover
point at 70 c/s, attenuating at about 6 dB per octave as shown
in the diagram.
The relatively high cut-off frequency means
that this feature will be of more use to users of record changers
rather than to owners of the more expensive transcription motors.
Apparently in America more people use record changers and the
cheaper type of player with High- Fidelity equipment, much more
than we do in this country, and since a large proportion of Leak
amplifiers are sold in America it accounts for such a choice.
The low-pass filter provides a choice of 3 cut-off frequencies4, 6 and 9 Kc/s with a slope control varying the actual rate
of attenuation from 5 to 35 dB per octave.
For the sake of
clarity only two of these frequencies are shown in the diagram.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(Leak TLJ I2 Plus continued)
The Varislope HI is stated to be suitable for " any pickup available
in the world". Ihave a feeling that this is a trifle optimistic! But
the sensitivity is more than adequate for the low output magnetic
pickups currently available in this country. On test the Dilator,
"C", Garrard, and the Goldring 600 were used with excellent
results. The controls were easy to handle and I found the filter
with its slope control particularly useful. Owners of older 78
records will quite definitely find this feature very much worth
while, especially as it operates as low as 4 Kc/s. A well-known
industrial designer— Richard Lonsdale-Hands, was called in to
style the Varislope HI, and the front panel is made of transparent Diakon which is finished in brown, white and cream with
knobs to match.
Summing up then, I found the TL/12 Plus with the Varislope
III well engineered, beautifully wired and a first class combination
fully up to the Leak standard. I am now looking forward to
reviewing the stereo version which I understand is meeting
with considerable success in America
I liked the provision of pre-set controls for all inputs and the
provision of a switch enabling two pick-ups to be used. Most
useful for comparison purposes.
Idid not like that rumble filter—a carping criticism Isuppose!
G.W.T.
* Manufacturer's Comment: The Varislope III is suitable for
use with " any pickup available in the world ", it has to be
because our amplifiers are used throughout the world.
The rumble filter should be considered with the facility of the
two pickup inputs which allows a first-class pickup and motor
to be reserved for high fidelity use, when use of the rumble
filter should not be necessary, and a cheaper record player to be
used on the second input for general family use when the rumble
filter can be switched into circuit, thus attenuating the low
frequencies and reducing any objectionable rumble.—H. I. Leak
and Co. Ltd.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED

S.M.E. PICKUP ARM TYPE 3009
Manufacturer's specification
Arm length: stylus to pivot, approx. 9 in.
Arm: stainless steel with fibrous lining.
Bearings: Lateral, pillar type. Races lapped to mirror finish, and
totally enclosed. Vertical, knife edges.
Pivot friction: less than 20 milligrammes, horizontal and vertical.
Height adjustment: by sliding pillar, in.
Length adjustment: sliding base, 1in.
Playing weight: according to cartridge in use. Immediately adjustable (calibrated scale) 0to 5grammes. No pressure gauge required.
LF resonance: well below 15 c/s.
Overhang behind centre line of arm pivot: 34 in.
Clearance height above 4-in, motor board: 34 in. minimum.
Clearance depth below 4-in, motor board: 24 in. minimum.
Recommended overhang: as determined by alignment protractor.
Tracking error: when set by protractor provided, 21 in, 0'; 4in. 40;
5in. 1
0;
6in. 14' ( maximum error).
Bed plate: stainless steel. Anti-rumble mounted by soft rubber
grommets. Dimensions 34 in. x 2 in.
Cartridge shells: black plastic, with finger lift and removable pillars
and screws at 4- in, spacing, accommodating all standard cartridges.
Connection to arm by 4-pin spring loaded socket and locking collar.
Arm raising and lowering: lever operated through hydraulic damper.
Finish: polished stainless steel, satin chrome and gun black.
Output connection: by screened 4- pin plug and socket beneath base.
Price: Model 3009 (9in.), £25; Model 3012 ( 12 in.) £27 10s. ( including purchase tax).
Manufactured by S.M.E. Ltd., Steyning, Sussex.

on the list to be asked about any new pickup: How does it compare
with the Decca? A new standard had been set.
Exactly the same thing is true of the S.M.E. arm. Ihave always
maintained that a pickup head or cartridge and its arm should be
designed and produced as one unit, since it is obvious that, unless they
are considered as one entity the performance of either may vitiate the
quality of the other. However, S.M.E. Ltd. have demonstrated that,
if a maker is prepared to go to a sufficient length, it is possible to
produce apickup arm so good that it can safely be said that any pickup
head will give the best performance of which it is capable when used
in it; further that in almost every case this performance is better in
some respect than that obtainable in the normal arm. The reason for
this is that with the S.M.E. arm, for the first and only time in my
experience, the essential requirements for optimum playing conditions
are met, with one exception. These requirements may be summarised as
follows:
I. Minimum bearing friction, lateral and vertical.
2. Resonances outside recorded range, of small amplitude, and
damped.
3. Accurate lateral and vertical balance, adjustable to the pickup
head or cartridge in use.
4. Length, 'offset, and flexibility such that with any cartridge,
maximum tracking error can be made less than 2°.
5. Compensation for the natural tendency of a pickup to move

e

•

reviewers are, in the nature of things, matter-of-fact
EQUIPMENT
people, who, if they affirm the truth of the statement that" A thing

of beauty is ajoy for ever" are certainly not referring to that beauty
which is only skin deep! In this country at the present time we are
fortunate in that the quality of most of the equipment offered in the
high fidelity field is very good. Apparatus meets the makers' specifications, as aperusal of the reviews published in this magazine during the
past few months or years will show. Reviewers and readers alike have
grown accustomed to it, and expect it.
Nevertheless, something
occasionally appears which is really exciting, and which, on test,
proves to have set anew standard. Ishall never forget the thrill of my
first tests and measurements of a very early model of the Decca ffss
pickup. Since that experience, one additional question has appeared
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This diagram shows the construction of the S.M.E. arm, the cable
connections and the screening can.
towards the centre of the disc, enabling dynamic levelling to be carried
out without tilting of the motor.
Side pressure
This last is the only point not covered by this S.M.E. design. Ihave
put it to the manufacturers, who replied, with some justification, that
they are not satisfied that the degree of side pressure with this arrrr
working at tracking pressures of 2grammes or less justifies the complications involved in its removal. Nevertheless, they are proceeding with
experiments in an attempt to find a relatively simple and practical
solution.
In the simple, well-illustrated and quite comprehensive
instruction book supplied with the arm, the makers recommend a
slight tilt of t in. per foot along the mean path of the pickup towards
the turntable centre. While, as Ihave proved by tests with different
cartridges, this will often be insufficient to provide dynamic levelling
as checked on ablank acetate disc, it is an excellent compromise, and

EXPERTLY

ASSEMBLED AT

MODERATE

COST

CALLERS NOTE:

HOURS OF BUSINESS:
Monday to Saturday 9-6 p.m.

We are 200 yards from
Wood Green Underground Station

Thursdays 9-1 p.m.

7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22.
Telephone: BOWes Park 0077/8
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may be supplied at the same time. Shells for additional heads cost
£1 Os. 6d. each.
The arm is wired with separate positive and negative leads for each
stereo channel, and the arm is separately earthed by means of a tag.
Current production models are fitted with an improved arm rest,
having astainless steel link which can be swung over the arm to secure
it in position. This facility should always be used when the p.u. head
is changed, as otherwise, if the arm is released the longitudinal balance
weight will bring the rear of the arm down heavily on to the motor
board, disengaging the knife-edge bearings.
Shell mounting of the Decca head has now been discontinued, and
present or intending users of this head should order a Type D.2
adaptor which permits direct mounting of the head on the arm. This
neat improvement facilitates both the original fitting and setting up
and the interchange of Decca pu. heads.
B. J. Webb

S.M.E. ARM REVIEW—(continued)
produces perfectly satisfactory results. Both because the test on ablank
can be misleading, and for reasons set out in an article " For Your
Better Listening" in this magazine in July (pp. 105) this degree of tilt
should not be exceeded, although, in order to test the tracking capabilities of the arm, 1have played discs perfectly with a 30° tilt of the
motor board, both inward and outward!
Very low friction
Ihave no instrument sensitive enough to measure accurately the
pivot friction, but it will perhaps be asufficient indication to state that,
with the arm balanced, alight exhalation of breath directed at the head
is more than sufficient to move the arm and head across the disc or
upwards from it. This extraordinarily low friction, together with
accurate balance, and high compliances in the cartridges, make
possible tracking pressures of the following order, which I have
determined experimentally to be optimum with each of the cartridges
specified:
Decca Stereo and Mono: 11 grammes.
Tannoy Varitwin Mk. II: 2¡ grammes.
Ortofon Mono: 2 grammes.

PRECISION PICK-UP ARMS

Balance and weight adjustments are firm. Once made, they are
maintained indefinitely. The calibrations on the rider weight arm
have been checked with aCorrex gauge, and found to be accurate. In
over three months of continuous use Ihave found no disc which I
cannot trace perfectly with the above heads at the weights specified.
All would trace most discs equally well at ¡ gramme less pressure, but an
occasional crack on a fierce transient or a high soprano note would
then show that Iwas sailing alittle too near the wind. This, of course,
was with the 9- in. arm. With the I2- in. model, Imight well have got
away unscathed, as it offers further small reductions in side thrust and
tracking error. In practice, this means not only that where a good
cartridge is used in one of these arms record wear effectively ceases to
exist, provided that discs are kept scrupulously clean, but there is a
clearly audible clarification and sweetening of both ends of the audio
spectrum, as reproduced.
This beautiful piece of equipment, made with the precision of a
scientific instrument, and beautifully finished, has my enthusiastic
recommendation. It cannot, in the nature of things, be inexpensive,
but it will certainly pay for itself in use. To criticise something which
has given me so much pleasure seems almost churlish, but there is, I
think, one minor improvement which might be effected.

*The
finest
in
the
world
More than just a pick-up
arm the S.M.E. Is a precision instrument of unrivalled quality and may be
bought in the confident
knowledge that no other
item in the reproducing
chain will outclass It.

Setting up
While setting up is quite simple if the ins.ructions are followed,
some people have experienced difficulty in inserting the Allen key
into the screw which holds in position the way rod controlling
lateral balance, because this screw is situated directly underneath
the arm, and the adjustment has to be made after it has been
secured to the motor board. A small mirror is a great help, but it
would be better still if the screw could be placed in a more easily
accessible position.
Lest anyone should think that using an arm of this calibre at tracking
pressures of 2grammes or under is akin to the performance of asurgical
operation, Imust mention that my floor is an ordinary one of deal
boards on joists, that people walk about in a normal manner while
records are being played, and the cat frequently jumps in at the
window within ayard of the playing desk without causing any groove
jumping, while, with the aid of the arm control, which is unobtrusive,
and positive in action, the head is raised and lowered at any part of a
disc more accurately and gently than by the steadiest hand, without risk
of damage to the grooves.

A fully illustrated brochure
is available on request.
Exclusive distributing
agents in principal overseas countries are listed
below. They will welcome
your enquiries.
Delivery will improve but
demand is very heavy and
the arm is not mass produced.
•D.2. adaptor now available permits direct mounting of Decca heads without
the use of a shell.

A wise investment
The purchase of an S.M.E. arm is a wise investment for anyone
interested in the highest quality of reproduction from discs. To house
the 12-in, model with atranscription motor comfortably amotor board
at least 21 1
1x 17 in. is required. 17} X 16¡ in. is enough for the 9- in.
arm.
When ordering an S.M.E. arm, the pickup cartridge to be used should
be specified, so that any necessary wiring instructions and connectors
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
the first via the tone control system. A double tuned inductance
is used as a switched low pass filter. The main amplifier uses
two EF 86s in a paraphase arrangement, coupled to the distributed
load output stage using KT 66s. Negative feedback is applied by
means of the tertiary winding mentioned above, and also from
tappidg on the output transformer to the cathodes of the EF 86s.
Power Output: This is rated at 12-15 watts but measured just
over 20 watts r.m.s. from 40 to 15,000 c.p.s. falling to 13.5 watts
at 25 c.p.s. and 10 watts at 25.000 c.p.s.
Stability: The main feedback loop measured just over 19dB and
could be increased by some 10dB before instability became
apparent.
Frequency Response: Within ldB from 20 to 50,000 c.p.s., thence
rolling off gradually.
Hum and noise measured — 85dB ref. 20 watts.
Preamplifier
In addition to the 4 equalising positions as shown in the
diagram 3, ethers are obtained by depressing 2 or more buttons;
and a chart listing the correct equalisation for more than 60
makes and types of record is supplied with each amplifier.
Tone controls: These are continuously variable, giving a lift of
I5.5dB and cut of 14dB at 10,000 c.p.s. and a lift and cut of
I0.5dB at 60 c.p.s.
Filters: A choice of 3 cut-off frequencies — 5. 7 and 10 kris is
available together with a variable slope control which controls

Quad 11 amplifier.

Quad II control unit.

LTHOUGH the impeccable workmanship, fine styling and
Aimpressive
performance of the Quad 11 have all contributed
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the rate of cut-off. A "Cancel" position on this control switches
out of circuit the tone controls, and also a 20 kc/s filter, thus
giving an essentially flat response.
No high-pass filter is incorporated. This means that great care must be used when selecting
a gramophone turntable for use with this equipment; but this is
not really a serious criticism, as most people would naturally want
to use a first class transcription type with an amplifier such as
this, anyway. A rumble filter is much more necessary on a cheap
amplifier which may be used—initially at least, with an automatic
record changer or cheap 3-speed player—although curiously
enough this filter refinement is nearly always reserved for the more
expensive amplifier!
There is a tendency on the part of some manufacturers to omit
the slope control, as being either too expensive, or because they
believe it adds needlessly to the complications of a modern high
fidelity installation.
It is true that the slope control does introduce another knob, but it is amazing bow the use of this—and
the rest of the controls for that matter—becomes almost automatic
once one has become accustomed to them. I personally find a
slope control invaluable when dealing with bad FM transmissions
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to its reputation of being one of the world's best high-fidelity
amplifiers, I feel that its most notable feature is its extreme
versatility.
No fewer than 7 plug-in pickup matching units are
available, enabling any type of pickup ro be quickly and accurately
matched. Push buttons not only give a direct choice of 4 equalising positions, but 3 others are available by depressing two or more
buttons simultaneously.
The filter system, too, is exceptionally
flexible. A variable slope control enables the selected cut-off to
br varied from a level position, through a gentle curve, right up
to a steep slope of some 50dB per octave. A further refinement
is the provision of a cancel position, in which all filters and tone
contro!s are switched out of circuit, thus allowing the user to
judge quickly the effect of the applied compensation.
To the
engineer, the main amplifier is noteworthy as incorporating an
eirampte of a distributed load output stage, in which the cathodes
are taken to a tertiary winding on the output transformer. This
method, diffidently called by Peter Walker "Super Ultra Linear",
has the advantage that negative feedback ( voltage not current, be
it noted) is applied directly and in the most efficient way possible.
Circuit Details
One EF86 pentode and one ECC83 double triode is used in the
preamplifier, equalising and input sensitivity being controlled by
a feedback loop around the first stage. This is followed by the
volume control, and the ECC83 which has a feed back loop connected from the anode of the second triode to the cathode of

I & 2 PEAS HILL

Tel: DEA 382j
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of CAMBRIDGE
Telephone: 59349

—it does allow a satisfactory compromise to be achieved. The
filter control is normally set to 7kc/s or 10kc/s, and the slope
control left in the level position or turned to a setting of between
5 and 20dB per octave when necessary.
For older 78 recordings it is recommended that the filter be
set at the 5kc/s position, and the slope control adjusted for a
sharper cut-off--say 30 to 50dB.
Sometimes it may be found
useful to introduce a " trough" in the response, by means of the
slope control plus some judicious treble lift. It is instructive in
these cases to switch to the "cancel" position in order to learn
just what the tone controls are doing; as far as I know this is
the only amplifier with such a facility.
Since the basic sensitivity is of the order of 4mv.. pickups such
as the Tannoy, Connoiseur, and the Goldring 500 (
and the new
600) can be used directly without further matching transformers-using of course the appropriate plug-in matching unit.
Various speaker systems were used with the amplifier ( it is a;
well to remember that the finest amplifier in the world will only
sound indifferent on an indifferent speaker system) and first class
results were obtained with the Tannoy GRF, Wharfedale 3- speaker
system and the Goodmans 2- and 3- speaker combinations. All- in'
all this is an amplifier likely to satisfy the most fastidious and can
be highly recommended.
The styling might be described as
functional and contemporary, yet the design is such that it is also
extremely attractive and will harmonise with almost any type
of wood.
Brief Specification: (
Makers figures). Power output: 15 watts
from 20-20,000 c.p.s. Frequency response: within 0.5dB 10-50,000
c.p.s. Distortion at 12 watts—less than 00.1% total harmonic
measured at 700 c/s. Sensitivity: 1.4v for 15 watts output. Hum
and noise — 80dB ref. to 15 watts. Output impedances: 15 ohms
and 7 ohms. Damping factor 15. Power supply for tuner: 330v
4Orna and 6.3v 3.5a. Mains input: 200-250v A.C. or 100-130v A.C.
40-80 c/s.
Control unit
Inputs: Radio and Tape 100k 100mv, microphone 100k 1.5mv.
pickup from 4mv according to matching unit used.
Distortion
(least favourable arrangement of controls): less than 0.1%.
Controls: Bass, Treble, 6 push buttons for input selection and
equalising, Volume on/off, Filter: 5, 7 10 kc/s level, slope control;
level to 50dB per octave (combined with cancel switch) Hum and
noise — 70 dB.
G. W. Tillett

ANOTHER SWITCHED
F.M.
TUNER
FROM

JASON

DIAMONDS AT REALISTIC PRICES!

£2-0-0
plus purchase tax

The only Styli unconditionally guaranteed for minimum
life of 1,000 hours
By application of Automation to traditional skill and
rigid inspection at all stages of processing we have
reduced production cost by 50 %, which we now pass
on to our customers. All styli are individually inspected
to British Standards Institution specification for radius
and finish and are covered by amoney-back guarantee
Trade Enquiries invited

ROMAGNA REPRODUCERS
2 SARNESFTELD ROAD • ENFIELD • MIDDLESEX

Astr9Q
IIIC
INPUT

UNIT

TYPE A1332
0 WATT
AMPLIFIER
TYPE A1333
C113-19-6

Many years of experience in the production of high fidelity
Equipments with output powers of 1 Watt to 1300 Watts
together with the backing of our own large transformer department have enabled us to produce this outstanding high fidelity
amplifying equipment. The construction is extremely robust

FOSTER-SEELEY
DISCRIMINATOR
AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY CONTROL
4-POSITION SWITCH
INCLUDING " OFF "

and well engineered and the superlative workmanship and finish

Prefect

are up to the usual high standard set by all " Astronic" products.

This is a quality built unit for use with
good amplifying systems. The desired
programme is received at the turn of a
single switch which includes a fourth
position for " OFF". An escutcheon
plate is supplied for the switch. The
"Prefect" is particularly easy to instal
as the full descriptive leaflet shows. A
copy will be gladly sent on request.

J
ASON

£11-5-0

THE JASON

MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Input Unit A1332 3 gram positions, mic., tape, radio. Bass control ± 10 db
treble control ± 10 db. Volume with combined on/off and 5 foot connecting
lead tormain amplifier.
Main Amplifier A1333 distortion spun:m..1% at 10 watts. Response ± •S
db 20 c.p.s. - 20 Kcs. Noise - 75 db. Output impedances 3-75, 7.5, IS Ohms.
Complete specification of 10, 25, 40, 50, 100 2.50, 1.000 Watt Amplifiers sent
on request to, Dept. H.F.T.I.

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS LTD.
10 Dalston Gardens, Stanmore, Phone: Wordsworth 4474/5/6

328 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON. N.W.2
Phone EFE 7050

(Plus ( 4-7-9 P/Tax)

THE BEST- OR THE BEST
YOU CAN AFFORD
IS OBTAINABLE FROM

F. BENFELL LTD

Hi—Fi

BIRMINGHAM

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD (

Phone
8LACKPOOl 28756

17 CHEAPSIDE. off Abingdon St., BLACKPOOL, LANCS
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
e

Wharfedale Sand- filled Baffle Speaker.

Type SFB/3

amplitude bass notes are played. It is also perfectly damped and,
therefore, cannot resonate at any frequency. Making a structure stiffer, does not stop it from resonating; it only raises the
frequency at which it resonates. A dry sand filling between plywood is a well- tried solution to this problem
The second is the
use of two speaker units ( 12in. and 10in.) with carefully chosen
resonant frequencies, impedances, and cone design. This provides
adequate area of moving cone to produce a useful output down
to about 32 c.p.s. in domestic surroundings, and an electrical
impedance which does not start to rise appreciably till well below
50 c.p.s., i.e., the speaker really is able to accept considerable
power from the amplifier, right down to the 40-50 c.p.s. region.
These two units are connected in parallel and receive the full
signal.
The system is completed by a 3in. tweeter unit ( Super 3) pointing vertically upwards and fed via a 4 mfd condenser as usual.
The speaker is intended to stand freely on the floor, and will
behave more or less as an acoustic doublet, but slightly more output in the extreme bass can be produced by standing it across a
corner, which effectively increases the baffle area.
Performance, Ever since hearing full- range electrostatic speakers
earlier this year, the reviewer has been conscious of the middle
and bass registers of practically all other speakers. A more
recent chance experience with an old 10in. unit, mellowed with
age, on a very large, almost- flat, baffle has further ruffled his
serenity. The result of this has been rather less surprise at the
excellent reproduction, and a satisfied " I thought so !", on first
hearing the speaker in familiar surroundings. Continued listening has confirmed the favourable first impressions— it really does
sound less like a loudspeaker than anything previously listened
to. The effec is rather like a front- row- balcony seat for large
orchestral items, but the apparent sound source recedes and
approaches with changes of microphone- artist distance and consequent extreme top ( and extreme bass) content in the signal.
Various positions in the room were tried, and whilst some positions suited certain types of programme more than others, the best
position seemed to be with the speaker about 10 feet away from
and facing the listener. This, of course, is a matter of personal
taste and would also depend on the listening room, but as the
speaker is quite portable—there are two very conveniently placed
hand-slots in the sides— it is a simple matter to experiment. Also
duc to its shape, it does not look out of place even in the middle
of the room.
Bass response was surprisingly good without any
bass lift, in fact, it took quite a time to decide whether or not to
use a little. The final choice was between + 1 and + 2 on a Quad
Il amplifier, i.e., about half of full bass boost, and that would
apply to most amplifiers. Experiment showed that it would handle
enough power at 35 c.p.s. to give a really loud pure tone, i.e.,
without frequency doubling or trebling, and even at 32 c.p.s.
was just possible to produce audible pure tone. In other words,

A three- speaker system of basically simple design, comprising
two baffle mounted driving units and a tweeter.

Design: At first sight it :nay appear to be a eirograde step— a
return to a design which was popular twenty yea's ago, and now
almost unknown outside the text- hook. Why this apparent resurrection ? Or, why did ; he baffle- mounted speaker fall from
favour ? Answering the latter question first, the main reason
was the relatively high cone resonant frequency of those days—
often above 100 c.p.s. for a 12m. unit.
Below the resonant frequency the speaker is pretty well useless when only on a baffle,
as the output falls so rapidly below resonance. A contributory
factor was the very serious distortion that occurred if the cone
was allowed to execute large excursions. Hence the crop of cabinet designs which both increased bass output aid reduced cone
excursions down to some 40-60 c.p.s. Unfortunately, this always
added at least one more resonance to the system, in the better
designs, admittedly well damped and not obtrusive.
Baffle mounting can give the same results, minus these extra
resonances ( and there are always a few more than the designer
designed !), if the cone resonance can be made very low, by freeing the suspension sufficiently and improving the design, so that
large cone excursions can ° car- without distortion—simple if it
can be done ! The two requirements depend mainly on the same
factor—a free suspension that does not suddenly stiffen up for
large cone deflections. For the engineer, one that obeys Hooke's
Law for ail amplitudes. The speech coil must be long enough
to ensure that there is always a gap's length of coil in the gap,
however loud the sound.
Cone resonances have been coming down gradually for years,
and with the recent introduction of plastic foam surround material
by this manufacturer, baffle mounting is definitely " back in the
running". A second noteworthy feature of ': his plastic- foam
surround, already mentioned in these columns, is the excellent
damping of the cone edge. This results in a very much smoother
top resonance, as much of the energy reaching the cone edge is
absorbed, instead of being reflected back into the cone to set up
resonances. This affects the response mainly in the region 500
c.p.s. to 5,000 c.p.s., but useful damping is obtained down to the
lowest frequencies. So much for the general requirements.

This diagram shows:the
layout of the three
speaker units of the
Wharfedale SFB13 enclosure reviewed on this
page, and illustrated
above.

Two other special features are to be seen in this design. The
first is the sand filling of the baffle—this ensures that it is heavy
enough and therefore, does not move appreciably when longer
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it is quite adequate for all domestic work, even full enjoyment cf
organ music.
The complete absence of bass hangover makes the reproduction
of the double bass accompaniment quite a revelation. No cabinet, therefore, no cabinet resonance ! The top response is very
smooth and will stand a little top boost when the signal is deficient in top, yet clean, as sometimes happens. This certainly could
not be done unless the top was really smooth. A wide range of
programme material has been enjoyed, ranging from organ to the
spoken voice; many old records have been played again, and it is
felt that it is really a big step forward in loudspeaker design and
definitely sets a new standard. This size is 34in. wide x3Iin. high
I2in. deep at the base, the workmanship excellent, sery solidly
made and well able to stand up to continued handling if necessary.
The model reviewed was finished in maple and other finishes are
available. The speaker is well designed and will harmonise very
well with contemporary furniture. As the units are specially
matched for this system, the speaker is only sold complete. The
cost is f37 10s. Od. and carries no purchase tax.
R. L. West
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NEW 3- SPEAKER SYSTEM
by Wharfedale
at £37 • 10 • 0 complete
* ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE * FREE-STANDING AND EASILY MOVED
* RESONANCE- FREE:

SANDF1LLED BAFFLE * OMNI-DIRECTIONAL

* FREQUENCY RANGE:

30 CiS TO 20,000 CIS * MODERATE PRICE

Here, at last, is a wide range, high quality speaker which can easily
be accommodated in the average room, can

Model SFI1/3

position

IMPEDANCE CURVE
Note the
unusually
level
impedance
which
typifies he wide frequency response.

•'

¡.5

for listening, and

be placed in the best

be moved against a wall

when

not

in use, with choice of Walnut, Oak, Mahogany and Maple Veneers.

1
1

SPECIFICATION

I—

UNITS
W12/SFB 10- in. BronzeiCSB. Super 3. The 12.in. and 10- in, units are in
parallel. This arrangement gives sers smooth results over the full range with a 3 DB gain
at low frequencies. The Super 3 is again in parallel via 4 Mfd capacitor and is mounted on
a small baffle facing upwards.
The efficiency of the system is high and will give full domestic volume front any good 5- watt
amplifier. The bid% is sandfilled ; there is no cabinet resonance because here is no cabine,.
The 12- in. and 10.in uniu arc specially built and MATCHED FOR OPTIMUM RESULTS
from his system.
Baffles cannot he supplied separately.

I

rtpni,tol mowici

Size 34 in. by 31 in. by 12 in.
Weight 4,1lbs.
Bass Resonance 30 ,35 c/a, Impedance 8/15 ohms. Max. input 15 wain.

fui, Iv,,,,l,',I pirm•rued t.oin 1». , 00pplicd

Made and fully Guaranteed by WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS LTD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKS.
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Rogers/BBC LS3/5a
Monitor Speaker

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW'
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

by Trevor Attewell
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Small monitor loudspeaker employing two drive units In an IB enclosure. Drive units: 10 cm
bass driver with plastiflex-doped bextrene cone, and 2cm dome tweete'. Crossover frequency:
3kHz. Frequency response: ± 3dB 80-20,000Hz, * 4dB 60-20,000Hz Impedance: 15 ohms
nominal Power handling: 25 W speech and music. Recommended amplifier power:25 W.
Dimensions: 19 cm wide x 16 cm deep x 30 cm high. Weight: 53 kg. Price: £ 125 per pair
plus VAT.

The BBC's outside broadcast engineers often
.
2- have to work in cramped conditions, for
example in OB vans, where the steady proliferation of equipment puts cunning stowage, tidy
habits, and a strict diet for the occupants at a
distinct premium.
Studio monitor loudspeakers are particularly difficult to locate
sensibly in these circumstances, and the design
aim behind the LS3/5a was the provision of a
really small but high quality monitor, in which
some slight sacrifices in ultimate bass response
and loudness could be accepted for the sake of
compactness.
In the event, these sacrifices have proved to
be remarkably slight, and the outcome is a
true bookshelf unit with a frontal area almost
the same as that of this magazine (the LS3/5a is
a few centimetres taller and a few narrower),
and having an impressive performance.
Outwardly it is a simple rectangular box,

finished in teak veneer, except for the painted
back. However, each material used in the
loudspeaker, and every minute detail of conFlG.1
s.

ROGERS/BBC LS3/5A

struction have been chosen, after exhaustive
testing, for acoustic necessity rather than
economic expediency, so that the box is not
made from the usual concoction of sawdust
and goo, but is laminated entirely from birch,
with solid beech as internal bracing.
The fabric-covered front is Velcro-fastened
to the recessed panel carrying the two units.
The lower of these is a B110, and the tweeter
above is a T27 with added protective cover,
both made by KEF, and both being selected to
BBC specifications. Round the tweeter is a
rectangle of felt strips, of which the material,
thickness and placing are all important to the
HF spatial distribution. The unit panel is
seated on foam sealant, and can be removed to
gain access to the interior. As with many loudspeakers, the casual enquirer would be best
advised not to disturb this seal, especially
since any change made to the depth of the
cover recess can put small dips into the HF
response.
Disposed around the walls inside the box are
various layers of different damping materials,
each of which has a critical effect on the
performance. The elaborate crossover network contains three inductors (one multitapped), six stable, low-loss capacitors, and
four generously rated resistors, all mounted on
a large glass-fibre PCB behind the front panel.
The inductor tapping and one capacitor are
selected on test to allow for minor differences
in sensitivity between the two units due to
normal manufacturing tolerances.
The complete loudspeaker is neat in appearance and very soundly constructed, and the
crossover components and wiring standards are
of professional quality. Connection is by two
colour-coded 4mm banana sockets on the rear
face; alternatively, Cannon XLR-3-I4 connectors can be supplied to special order. The
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weight of the speaker comes as a slight surprise in view of its size, giving it a very substantial feel.
Any natural tendency to be slightly sceptical
of the probable performance of such small
loudspeakers disappears promptly when they
arc put to work. Listening tests covered the
usual wide range of known material, and in
every case there was a remarkable lack of
coloration and a surprising spaciousness to the
sound, with none of the ' sound-from-twoboxes impression given by so many speakers.
Indeed, on closing one's eyes it is only possible
to infer the position of the LS3/5as ( but not
their size), from the sound field, which is just as
it should be.
Orchestral sounds were ' open' in texture,
with excellent breadth and depth, and plenty of
fullness in the lower registers, though naturally
the bottom notes of double- basses and the bass
drum could not produce quite as solid an
impact as would be expected from large
Transients were handled cleanly,
systems.
with no sign of hangover. Organs, too, were
splendidly reproduced, even pedal lines being
quite firm, especially with pedal reeds, in
which the fundamentals have less significance,
as distinct from 16 ft flues, which became
rather weak over the lowest pedalboard octave
(approximately). Good speech sources sounded
very natural, with neither boom nor excessive
sibilance, and choral works had a pleasant
transparency.
White and pink noise tests supported the
general conclusions drawn from listening to
music, namely, that the frequency response was
very smooth, extending across the whole spectrum except for the extreme bass.
In all cases, alittle bass boost helped the very
low end— ideally this should start at a low
turnover frequency to avoid overemphasising
the already adequate normal bass region ( see,
for example, M. T. Offiler's article in the April
issue). On some material a trifling.top cut was
preferred (only 2-3 dB)—this was enough to
remove an occasional trace of hardness.
The stereo image was well-defined and stable,
and extended over a good area behind the
'stereo seat', especially if the speakers were
angled inwards rather more than usual. The
vertical distribution was also good, the balance
and quality being little affected by speaker
positioning, within reasonable limits, in either
the vertical or the horizontal planes. The

sound pressure in awell-damped room of about
80 cubic metres could be raised practically to
full concert hall level before the monitors ran
out of steam, so that the output should be
adequate for those who do not insist on disco
standards.
An opportunity also arose to use the monitors for their design purpose during a local
recording session. Both speakers, complete
with packing, are practically lost on the back
seat of acar, and their convenience in use, with
the relief of not having to spend two hours
sweating under ' phones, was extremely welcome. The loudness would have satisfied anyone not inured to the deafening levels in some
studios, and the recorded quality could be
assessed with confidence.
Subsequent measurements confirmed the
impressions of the listening tests. The frequency response was determined in the open
air, on the tweeter axis at adistance of Im, and
also 45' off that axis. The results are plotted
in fig I. with the usual minor smoothing
applied They show a remarkably flat response
which fully meets the specification. The curve
also compares well with measurements made on
another sample under the best ancchoic
conditions— regrettably, though understandably, permission to reproduce the latter was not
forthcoming It may be worth adding that the
open-air tests were carried out at atemperature
barely above freezing point, which might be
expected to have an adverse effect on the unit
suspensions
If this is so. the effect was not
enough to put the response outside the
cation.
The 45' curve was similar to the on-axis
response below IkHz, within possible experimental error, and differs only slightly at higher
frequencies A rough check as 90° showed a
gradual fall from about 400 Ate:sett of course,
some increase in local irregularities. This wide
lateral spread may account for the improvement
in stereo area when the speakers are angled
inwards.
Fig 2 shows the impedance curve, which
exhibits the usual bass resonance peak and two
smaller peaks due to the crossover. The
minimum impedance modulus was 10.6 ohms
at lOkHz
With such asmall IB enclosure the efficiency
is naturally quite low, being very similar to that
of the Quad ESL. For this reason a 25W
amplifier is recommended, and it should be

remembered that this means 25W into 15 ohms.
Most amplifier output powers are quoted for
8 ohm loads, and the power available into 15
ohms may be, typically, only two-thirds of that
for 8 ohms. However, there is no shortage of
amplifiers with the necessary capability.
There is no doubt that these loudspeakers do
ajob that is quite astonishing considering that
they occupy less than ten litres of space each.
Both aurally and physically they are very easy
to live with, and with their natural, uncoloured
response they must represent a great attraction
to those who are unable—or unwilling—to
find space for a large installation. They also
have undoubted applications in rear-channel
working, where good quality is essential but
space is hard to find. Their bass response and
maximum output, though more limited than
some speakers, are likely to be sufficient for all
but the more exacting uses; but even if no
allowance is made for these factors, they remain
splendid value for money, and make some of
today's pretentious and expensive loudspeakers
look pretty silly!
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variety of very good speakers has, on the whole, sharpened
critical faculties.
Signal material available has also improved
appreciably, so it was with particular interest that the GRF was
re-exarnined. First impressions, again, were very good, and no
test or signal material was able to show up anything the least Dit
objectionable. Colouration was very slight indeed, and very difficult to demonstrate—as little as any moving coil unit in a cabinet
is likely to produce. Bass was excellent, as would be expected
from the generous cabinet design.
It was never too obvious,
though, and male speech was never boomy.
The tone control was never touched. The general style of
reproduction was of the wide window or Voigt type. A surprisingly wide window considering the fact that the H.F. horn is
straight, and no apparent attempt is made to distribute its output.
With eyes closed it is possible to locate the axis, but it is not very
obvious. When listening from the side it sounds as if the outer
parts of the L.F. cone act as a diffusing reflector. How or why
this should happen is not obvious, but the effect is very pleasant,
and highly desirable, too. As the whole response is smooth and
H.F. well maintained, it produces a very " clear view" effect. A
small constructional point which also helps produce this effect
is the fact that the speaker unit is mounted in front of the panel
and not behind it. The speaker is no longer sunk into a cavity.
as it were. The H.F. response is very smooth and does not
emphasise pickup surface noise and, of course, produces no listening fatigue.
The cabinet is rather large and heavy—it must be to do the
job intended—but as it fits snugly into a corner, its size is not
obvious in quite ordinary-sized rooms. It really comes into its
own, of course, in larger surroundings where it can handle much
larger signals without any distress. Even so, it isn't wasted in
domestic surroundings—there is something very lovely in driving
a large modern Bentley, say, at a mere 20-30 m.p.h.!
Workmanship and finish is excellent and its simple styling will
fit in happily in most surroundings. It can confidently be recommended to our readers as one of the very good loudspeakers produced in this country.
R.L.W.

Tenney
G.R.F.
Enclosure

Maker's
specification.
Folded
horn.
Rear
horn loaded, forward
facing unit for corner
position.
One Tannoy
15in. dual concentric
unit.
Response
2020,000
c.o.s.
Size,
48in. by 38in. by 29in.
Price, £ 122.
Manufactured
by
Tannoy
Products.
Ltd.,
West
Norwood,
Londo n,
S.E.27.
Description. This speaker. already well known, is one of the
rear horn loaded types. The drive is a very well-designed 15in.
series-gap ooaxial unit. The L.F. cone is curved and very solidly
made, the aim being to push up the breakup frequency as high
as possible. The material is chosen to be fairly self-damping at
higher frequencies, again, to avoid trouble with breakup. The
crossover frequency is 1Kc Is and the large cone continues the
horn shape for the H.F. unit and will give adequate loading to
well below this frequency.
The H.F. drive unit is very well
designed. The diaphragm is aluminium alloy, plastic coated to
damp out any characteristic ring. It drives the horn throat via
a drilled plug, so designed that all the H.F. energy arrives in
phase at the point T in fig. I. Absence of this special design or
undue simplification thereof would have led to loss of extreme
top due to cancellation effects.
As a very large weight of magnet is used, the series gap design
does not suffer from the usual flux limitations. The H.F. flux
density is 18,000 gauss and with a 2in. voice coil, gives high
efficiency with the mechanically well-damped moving assembly.
The LF. flux (also a 2in. voice coil) has a density of 12,000 gauss,
enough to give a high efficiency and enough amplifier damping
to make the unit suitable for most popular types of mounting.
Two other successful uses of this unit come to mind:— the
Expert "Master" speaker which uses reflex loading, and one of
the large EMG comer reflectors which uses a special type of
resistance loading.

•
•
•
* Before publication, this review was submitted to the manufacturers, who returned it without comment—Editor.

WAL GAIN TRANSISTOR PRE-AMP
"After tells( this little device with my moving coil pick-ups Iwould never again dream
of using a pick-up input transformer . . the WAL Gain improved the crispness to
a notable degree ... So far Ihaveonly tried it out with () moron, Expert, and Garrard
moving coil pick-ups . .
Moreover there is no bum
Price £5. Size 31' plus Phono Plugs by Wigpick- up. magnetic or otherwise and
the
background
none is negligible . . . I can
imagine, too, that it will
prove ireful for the input to
the playback
arnplifser of
some tape recorders ".
Percy Wilson, M.A.
The Gramophone,
June 1958 issue.

The cabinet is extremely rigid and relies only on air column
movements. The air column is horn shaped and is folded several
times to accommodate a reasonable length. Like all the so-called
domestic speaker bass horns, it is not a true horn, i.e., does not
give resistive loading to the cone over the whole bass range.
This is no special criticism of this, or, indeed, any " bass horn"
type—merely a clarification of terms. Indeed, this is probably
the best type of loading one can obtain in domestically acceptable sizes of cabinet. The large mouth area coupling to the air,
especially when corner mounted, does give higher efficiency and
better acoustic damping than any other method (except possibly
the flexible-walled cabinet design). The fact that bass horn
cabinets normally need no interior damping material speaks
volumes.

"A WAL professional
tape
eraser
which
wipes both tracks perfectly clean in aspace
of half aminute ....
it is a real godsend."

THE WAL
TAPE
ERASER

Percy Wilson, M.A.
The Gramophone,
August 1958 issue.
Price £7.18.6.
Size 6;" x

Performance. The writer had intimate eaperience of one of
these speakers about two years ago. Since than, listening to a
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CLASSIC SUPPLIERS
Classique Sounds
0116 283 5821 (phone and fax)
Vintage and second hand equipment.
Vintage rebuilds and servicing.

GT Audio
01895 833099
Fully guaranteed servicing and
repairs or upgrading to all audio
equipment; valve gear a speciality.

Gramex Audio
0171 401 3830, 928 3999 (
fax)
Wide range of valve amps and
turntables including Garrard
3011401, Thorens TD 124 and
SME, Goirking. Kits built to order.

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd
01691 652894
Fully engineered audiophile kits,
easy construction. Many designs
from John Lindsey Hood.

Lockwood Audio
0181 207 4472, 5283 (fax)
Vintage gear and second-hand
records. Repair and rebuild service.

Infotech
01698 883334
Manuals and circuits; 100s of titles
on repairs and fault-finding.

Midland Audio Exchange
01562 822236
Second hand and new gear,
specialises in low powered valve
amps and good turntables.

Maplin Electronics
01702 554161
Kits and accessories; huge catalogue
available. Test and computer
equipment for ardent DlYers.

Station Sounds (Italy)
0039 652 3808
Full servicing and rebuild facilities.
Selection of hard-to-find items

Musical Oasis
01977 671823
Wide range of accessories and pans
for the home constructor, including
valve matching service.

EQUIPMENT SERVICING
AND REBUILD,
COMPONENT and
KIT SUPPLIERS
AP Electronics
01332 674929
Parts and accessories to upgrade and
rebuild most 'serious hi-fi amplifiers'.
Offers a rebuild service.
Audio Classics
01942 257525, 525861(fax),
e-mail
h.boardman@bbcnc.org.uk
Huge range of vintage gear
available; rebuilds and servicing,
tuner alignment, upgrades.
Audio Engineering
0181 558 4266
Project ideas, full instructions and
all components available.
Audio Lab (Leeds)
0113 244 0378
Restoration, repair, recalibration and
kit-building services on offer.
Audio Links
01724 870432
Suppliers of high quality parts.
Audio Note (UK) Ltd
01273 220511,731298 (fax)
Supplier of bespoke (and sometimes
very expensive) components for
valve amplification.

TURNTABLE SERVICE
AND REBUILD
Loricraft Audio
01488 72267
Rebuild service for turntables,
specialises in vintage Garrards,
Thorens. Plinths made to order, and
most arms sourced and repaired or
restored. Power supplies available.
Manticore Audio Visual
01767 318437
Tonearm rewiring and reengineering; Rega arms a speciality.
Also range of other turntable spares.
CARTRIDGES AND STYLII
Audio Technica
0113 277 1441, 270 4836 (
fax)
AT cartridges and accessories.
Expert Stylus and
Cartridge Co
01372 276604, 276147 (
fax)
Bespoke supplier of quality diamonds
for all record types (including 78s).
Re-tipping service available.

NVA
01763 272707, 2715949 (fax)
Full range of kits; easy to build.

Ortofon
01753 889949
Extensive range of cartridges,
includes rum and m-cdesigns.
Prices range from L'25 to 12500+.

RATA
01539 823247, 823317 (fax)
Pans and accessories for serious
rebuilds and upgrades. Rebuild and
upgrade service. Data sheets and
manuals available.

Technical and General
01892 654534
Range of correct radius' diamonds
for early recordings (78s) and LPs.
Also range of turntable spares for
Connoisseur, Garrard, Thorens etc.

Riverside Audio
01223 512253
Wide range of tube kits from dual
mono integrated to full phono
preamplifier

The Cartridge Man
0181 688 6565
High quality hand-modified
cartridges; bespoke re-tipping.

Rush Audio
01767 640779, 640617 (fax)
High quality British-made
polypropolene caps.

VALVE SUPPLIERS
Art Audio
0115 965 3604
Vaic valves and amphfiers. Also
manufacturer of amplifiers.

Sowter Transformers
01473 252794, 236188 (fax)
Complete design and manufacture
operation for all audio transformers
and chokes.

Audio Note (UK) Ltd
01273 220511, 731298 (fax)
Wide range of tubes. Data sheets
and vintage circuits available.

Station Sounds
(See above)
The Audio Éclat
01642 559543, 535655 (fax)
Rebuilds and enhancement of most
amplifiers from 1940s designs to the
latest Naim gear.

Avondale Audio
01246 200096, 207240(fax)
Audio engineers; upgrades,
improvements and servicing.

The Emporium
01379 650477, 641392 (fax)
Second hand and vintage
equipment; wanted and for sale lists;
deals in second-hand records too.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
0181 450 0995, 208 1441(fax)
'Astronomical range' of
components, tools and test
equipment.

V Chassis Company
Tel/fax 01462 671594
Aluminium welded chassis for all
DIY kits and projects. Modular
chassis and PTFE circuit boards.

Douglas
0181 504 5467
Restores and rebuilds all vintage
amplifiers. Circuit data and second
hand equipment available.

Vintage Radio Restoration
01903 501158
Accessories and spares for restoration
projects. Output transformers and
chokes available, 30W kit ‘299.

Billington Export Ltd
01403 784961, 783519 (fax)
Many obsolete brands. Own range
of Billington Gold available.
Cheliner Valve Company
01245 265865, 490064 (fax)
Supplier of CVC Premium valves;
also stocks of Mullard, Brimar etc.
Edicron Electronic
Components
01367 243030, 243131 (fax)
Suppliers of tubes to the industry
since 1958.
Groove Tubes
01902 794192, 620207 (fax)
Groove Tubes range of valves
and amplifiers. New and secondhand amps for sale; accessories and
parts; service and repair on valve
amps.
30

Hot Rox UK
0115 987 3163 (phone and fax)
Supplier of Sovtek and other valves.
Large selection, 24hr delivery.
Langrex Supplies Ltd
0181 684 1166, 3056 (fax)
Original valves and semiconductors
from UK and USA. Obsolete or
hard-to-find types a speciality.
PM Components
01474 560521
Designs and manufactures valves,
including the acclaimed Golden
Dragon range. Vintage tubes from
all over the world.
PV Tubes
01245 236521, 232611
Wide range of tubes, semiconductors
and other audio accessories.
Sussex Surplus
01403 251302, 270339 (
fax)
Wide range of original Mullard and
other valves as well as transformers,
chokes and test equipment.
Vintage Audio
01239 891448
Large stocks of original valves; can
be matched on pairs or quads. Also
range of valve and other data books.
Wilson Valves
01484 654650, 655699 (
fax)
LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE
UNITS AND KITS
Audiocab
01793 848437
Speciality kit speaker cabinets,
wide range of finishes available.
Ready-built cabinets can be ordered.
DBS Audio
01284 828926
Sole supplier of Dave Berriman
speaker designs; kits to various
specifications; pre-assembled
crossovers available.
Falcon DIY Speakers
01508 578272
Own-make range of speakers and
kits, also information on wide range
of other kits and electronics.
Hi-Fi and Components
0171 223 1110
Hard-to-find chassis speakers and
spares; second-hand hi-fi equipment
for sale. Repairs undertaken.
IPL Acoustics
01373 823333
Drive units from SEAS, Morel,
Audax and Visaton; others to
special order. Speaker accessories.
The Speaker Co
01625 500507
Huge range of kits using all
types of technology. Extensive
drive-unit choice.
Wilmslow Audio
01565 650605, 650080 (fax) Wide range of kits including
KEF constructor series; range of
DIY kits.

Doug Brady
Hi Fi
WARRINGTON TEL: 01925 828009
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EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR

At B&W we've just scored another major success.
Our CDM1 has now won European Speaker of the
Year, which was judged by the EditorsinChief of
leading photo, video and audio magazines from
thirteen countries. High praise indeed. But with o
winning team of engineers coming up with o hat
trick of technological innovations: outside tweeter
mouriting, kevlar drive unit and contoured edges
for reduced sound diffraction, it's not an entirely
unexpected result. For more information call B&W
UK on 01903 750750. And see that the best
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